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ABSTRACT
This thesis outlines the firstmeasurement of CCQEneutral hyperonproduction cross
section in a liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) through a topological
study [1] and presents the ongoing progress of the addition of a calorimetric study.
The analysis uses 1.20£1020 protons-on-target, in the NuMI beam operating in the
low energy antineutrino mode. The results of the topological study provide a total
cross section measurement at the mean production energy of 3.42 GeV for CCQE
neutral hyperons. The result of the topological study is consistent with the NUANCE
cross section model and sets a 90% confidence level on the upper limit of the cross
section. The calorimetric study is ongoing and shows promise to provide additional
results to compare with results of the topological study [1]. The progress and further
steps are presented in this thesis.
Dedicated to myMother: Self-proclaimed Queen of Everything.
Q
Long Live The Queen
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEUTRINO
Neutrinos have a storied and elegant history that has interwoven itself throughout
theory and experiment, spanning over 80 years and four Nobel prizes to date. This
chapter will explore the proposed existence, discovery, and description of the neu-
trino. The contents of this Chapter have been adapted from [10].
1.1 Follow TheMissing Energy
1.1.1 Neutrino Proposition
Physics is built on a foundation of conservation. Nature conserves energy, it con-
serves mass, it conserves linear momentum, and conserve color charge. The birth
of neutrino arose from this conservation. Neutrinos were first postulated as a conse-
quence of nuclear beta decay. In beta decay, a heavy radioactive nucleus is converted
into a lighter one, losing an electron in the transformation.
N (A,Z )!N 0(A,Z +1)+e° (1.1)
Here N and N 0 are parent and daughter nuclei, respectively and e° is the emitted
electron.
This process was thought to have been a two-body decay, because the daughter nu-
clei and electronwere the only particles observed. When the parent nucleus is at rest,
the electron’s energy is a fixed value as a consequence of the conservation of energy
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andmomentum,
Ee =
m2N °m2N 0 +m2e°
2mN 0
(1.2)
The problem arose that equation 1.2 should give a unique value, but what was ob-
served was a continuous spectrum of energy values. This continuous spectrum laid
a direct threat to the foundation of conservation of energy. In 1930, in a letter to a
conference at ETH Zurich, Wolfgang Pauli proposed the existence of a light neutral
spin-1/2 particle that was being emitted with the electron in beta decay [19]. If true,
this new particle would balance out the kinetic energy of the electron and explain the
observed continuous spectrum without breaking conservation of energy. Originally
he named this particle the "neutron", but the namewas takenwhen James Chadwick
discovered the proton-like neutral hadron we know as the neutron today.
While postulated by Pauli in 1930, the theory was not fully accepted until 1934 when
Enrico Fermi described the beta decay model in full, shown below, setting many
doubts to rest [20].
n! p+e°+ ∫¯e (1.3)
1.1.2 Experimental Detection
The actual experimental detection would wait over 20 years until 1956 when Cowan,
Reines, and their colleagues observed antineutrinos [21]. The Savannah River nu-
clear reactor in South Carolina was used because it emits a flux of antineutrinos from
beta decay. These antineutrinos can interact with protons in the tank of water and
CdCl2 to produce a neutron and positron.
∫¯e +p! n+e+ (1.4)
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This observationwasmadepossible because unlike neutrinos, neutrons andpositrons
can be detected with relative ease. The positron shown in the process above will an-
nihilate with an electron and produce two photons that are detected by scintillator
and photomultiplier tubes in the tank. The neutron produced will be captured by
the Cd nucleus and undergo a specific process, n+108 Cd!109 Cd§ !109 Cd+∞. The
emitted photon will be detected approximately 5 µs after the initial e+e° annihila-
tion. This unique pattern of photon detection, which was not detected when the
detector was off, allowed for the experimental confirmation of the neutrino.
1.1.3 Small Particle, Large Implications
Following their initial detection, neutrinos have played an integral role in our under-
standing and development of the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The original
theory proposed by Pauli called for a single neutrino, however, following the detec-
tion of the electron neutrino (∫e), two other neutrino flavors have been identified,
the muon neutrino (∫µ) at Brookhaven in 1962 [22], and the tau (∫ø) neutrino at Fer-
milab in 2000 [23]. The flavor types correspond to the charge lepton produced in
interactions. Originally, the StandardModel predicted neutrinos to have a zero mass
value, but the discovery of neutrino oscillations showed neutrinos to have a non-zero
mass. Themeasurement of this non-zeromass is a current priority inmany neutrino
physics experiments.
Neutrino oscillations provided wide spread implications and promoted the start of
many characteristic studies, including parity violation studies and investigating the
possibility of sterile neutrino states. This will be discussed in more detail in a later
section.
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1.2 Neutrino Properties
The neutrino we understand today has a slew of key properties that make it a unique
particle. We know that the neutrino is a spin 1/2 particle and has three flavors, ∫e , ∫µ,
and ∫ø, with anti-particles ∫¯e , ∫¯µ, and ∫¯ø. Neutrinos interact via weak interactions
propagated by the W± and Z0 bosons. This primary weak interactions is what gives
neutrinos their famously small interaction cross sections.
Unique with their elusiveness is their abundance. Neutrinos are one of the most
abundant particles in the universe. We exist in a constant shower of neutrinos from
various sources. There is a constant background cosmological neutrino density, av-
eraged around n∫ ' 336cm°3, created from the young, hot universe. This value can
be higher within our galaxy due to the effects of gravitational clustering. Every time
a large star succumbs to its own gravitational forces and produces supernova explo-
sion, an incredible number of neutrinos (ª 1058) are emitted. In addition, the flux
states that approximately 60 billion solar neutrinos, created by the nuclear reactions
occurring in the sun’s core, travel through each square centimeter of our bodies every
second.
1.2.1 Parity Violation and Helicity
Mirror reflection symmetry, known as parity, was thought to be a constant charac-
teristic of all particles. This idea was invalidated experimentally in 1957 [24] when it
was determined experimentally that the Ø decay of 60Co violated parity in its’ weak
interactions.
60Co!60 Ni +e°+ ∫¯e (1.5)
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When cobalt salt was polarized by a strong magnetic field, a measurement of the
angular distribution of the emitted electrons showed a strong preference for the in-
verse direction of the magnetic field [4]. Since the spin direction of the cobalt nuclei
aligns with the magnetic field, the expectation value of cos µe was negative [25]. This
dichotomy between the emitted electron direction and nuclear spin provided signif-
icant evidence for parity violation in weak interactions.
Helicity is the inner product of a particle’s momentum and its’ spin vector at any
time reference. A neutrino is considered ‘left-handed’ because its momentum and
spin vector are anti-parallel, whereas an antineutrino is ‘right-handed’ because its
momentum and spin vector as parallel. However, after neutrino oscillations showed
that neutrinos have a non-zero mass, depending on the reference frame, both neu-
trinos and antineutrinos were determined to be either left-handed or right-handed.
1.2.2 Neutrino Oscillations
Of the sources of neutrinos, there is sufficient evidence that solar, atmospheric, ac-
celerator, and reactor neutrinos oscillate fromone flavor to another. This flavor oscil-
lation has serious implications, informing us that neutrinos have mass and that lep-
tons can mix. It is interesting to note, historically, that the Standard Model predicted
neutrinos to be massless. The discovery of neutrino oscillations, outlined briefly in
the following section, proved this to be definitively false.
Solar Neutrino Problem
The sun is powered almost primarily by the proton-proton fusion chain reaction that
turns hydrogen into helium. The chain of reactions in this p-p process produces
a significant amount of electron neutrinos as a byproduct. The detailed spectrum
of reactions, including nine distinct neutrino-producing reactions, is captured in the
’Standard SolarModel’ and is used to predict the theoretical neutrino flux that should
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be measured on Earth. In the 1960s, experimental physicists turned their gaze to the
sun in an attempt to measure the flux of these electron neutrinos, comparing the
results to the theoretical predictions [3].
Roughly 6.5£1010 solar neutrinos travel through every square centimeter of the Earth
per second. Within the complex proton-proton chain reactionmost of the neutrinos
are created in the first step, but they have an energy of > 0.43 MeV and thus are ex-
tremely difficult to detect. Low energies decrease the interaction cross section and
create a weak interaction signature, both vital for consistent detection. Most of the
neutrinos that reach the Earth are created from 8B neutrinos, which can exist in en-
ergies up to 15 MeV.
As the results of measuring the solar neutrino flux came in, a problem emerged. The
experimental results showed a severe deviation from what theory predicted. The
first detection came from Ray Davis’s Homestake experiment in the 1960s. Using a
100,000 gallon tank of dry-cleaning fluid (C2Cl4), a fluxwas experimentallymeasured
to be one-third lower than the theoretical value. This phenomena was known as the
”Solar Neutrino Problem" and was independently verified by subsequent neutrino
detectors, each with slightly different deficits. The difference in these deficits can be
attributed to the characteristic of each experiment having different detection thresh-
olds and the solar neutrino flux changing as a function of energy, seen in Figure 1.1.
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FIGURE 1.1: Solar neutrino flux as a function of energy. Figure from Ref [2].
For the next 40 years, numerous experiments tried to crack the solar neutrino prob-
lem, to no avail. Finally, in 2001, a Cerenkov-based detector known as the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory (SNO) solved the problem [26]. Using a spherical detector
filled with 1,000 tons of heavy water that was surrounded by photomultiplier tube,
SNO detected two key reactions independently:
∫e +d! p+p+e° (1.6)
∫e,µ,ø+d! p+n+∫e,µ,ø
where p is a proton, n is a neutron, and d is a deuteron.
The first interaction is a charged-current interaction. Solar neutrinos, with energies
< 18 MeV, are too low energy to produce a large muon or tau particle (rest masses of
106MeVand 1780MeV, respectively), so the reaction only proceeds through electron-
neutrinos. Due to this characteristic, the first reaction only measures the electron-
neutrino flux. But, the second interaction is flavor-blind and thus measures the total
neutrino flux. By using the two different flux values, SNO discovered that the total
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flux was three times greater than the electron-neutrino flux alone. This confirmed
that the neutrinos did not disappear, but rather oscillated from one flavor to another.
Figure 1.2 shows the experimental results of several neutrino detectors.
FIGURE 1.2: Solar Neutrino Flux observed (blue) by seven neutrino detectors. The
first three groups show the large deficits found in the first-generation detectors. The
total flux values are composites of the individual solar processes: green for elec-
tron capture by 7Be, yellow for 8B decay, red for pep fusion, and black for the stellar
carbon-nitrogen-oxygen cycle. Figure from [3]
1.2.3 Neutrino Mass
The discovery of neutrino oscillations and the subsequent implication of neutrino
mass marks one of the greatest discoveries in particle physics in the last decade. The
Standard Model contains no right-handed neutrinos or left-handed antineutrinos.
This results in the StandardModel neutrinos beingmassless, distinguishable only by
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their lepton number. Being that experiment has shown that neutrinos oscillate, mass
must be added to Standard Model neutrinos somehow.
1.3 Neutrino Scattering
Neutrino interactions were an incredibly useful tool while the Electroweak theory
was being developed, a half a century ago. The beauty of neutrinos is that they are not
shrouded by other forces. Since their chargeless and colorless demeanor interacts
only with the Weak force, they offer a sterile meter from which to investigate weak
interactions. The remainder of this Chapter is adapted from [1].
As future neutrino experiments probe higher neutrino energy ranges (ª1GeV), an in-
teresting characteristic arises. At certain energy ranges, one or two interaction chan-
nels can dominate, but at higher energies the interaction channels show no favor to
one or another. At a higher energy range, most of the interaction modes are possi-
ble, but the cross section for each is very large, roughly 20%. Additionally, because of
neutrinos’ low cross sectionmost neutrino experiments utilize dense complex target
material, commonly noble elements, which add significant nuclear effects that ob-
scure the topology of neutrino interactions further. These nuclear effects are difficult
to model and lead to increasing uncertainties in analyses.
This section will give a brief overview of neutrino interactions, delving only into
neutrino-nucleus interactions fromwhich this study relates. As this is an experimen-
tal thesis, the interactions will be discussed from the qualitative perspective experi-
mentally.
When we consider neutrino interactions, we can consider them massless. In elec-
troweak theory, we can also consider all neutrinos to be purely left-handed and their
interactionsmediated byweak charge currents (involvingW ± bosons) andweakneu-
tral currents (involving Z 0 bosons).
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FIGURE 1.3: Charge current quasi-
elastic scattering. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 1.4: Neutral current elastic
scattering. Figure from [1].
1.3.1 Neutrino-Nuclear Interactions
Neutrino-nucleus interactions are tough to model because they enter the realm of
strong interactions as well, leading to a greater emphasis on the range of neutrino
energies considered. Neutrino-nucleus interactions can be broken down into several
subprocesses, each with a different probability dependent on the incident neutrino
energy: coherent, elastic/quasi-elastic, resonant and deep inelastic.
An important characteristic in neutrino-nucleon scattering is momentum transfer,
Q2, from the neutrino to the nucleon and it defines the neutrino’s resolving power.
When Q2 is low, the nucleon can be treated as a single entity comprised of quarks,
but whenQ2 is high, you can get the resolution of single quarks. This variationmakes
higherQ2 interactions more complex. The following sections will describe neutrino-
nucleus interactions, in the order of increasingQ2.
Elastic and Quasi-Elastic Scattering
In elastic neutral current interactions, the neutrino scatters elastically off a nucleon.
In the quasi-elastic charge current interactions, energy is released that forms a lep-
ton, which gives the quasi-elastic designation.
In neutrino interactions, it is important to identify what part of the interaction is ob-
servable through experiment. For neutral current interactions, the observable signal
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is the knocked out nucleon. In the charge current interactions, the observable signal
is the lepton produced.
With Charge CurrentQuasi-Elastic (CCQE) interactions, the neutrino energy is calcu-
lated bymeasuring the outgoing lepton’s momentum and the angle in relation to the
incident neutrino direction. The lepton carries most of the incident neutrino’s en-
ergy, making it an easily reconstructable track. The problem with CCQE interactions
is that other experimental backgrounds can give similar signals, which can interfere
with the calculation of the neutrino energy or the event rate. This makes tagging
CCQE events of significant importance and difficulty.
Resonant Scattering
Continuing to increase the neutrino energy range higher into the GeV range and res-
onant scattering begins to dominate. As Q2 rises with the energy, there is enough
momentum transferred to the target nucleon that it can enter an excited state, known
as a resonance, and decays to a nucleon and a pion. Themost common resonance is
the¢ particle, whichwill decay into a nucleon (proton or neutron) and a pion, via the
strong force. For charge current interactions, the observable signal is a charge lepton
accompanied with the nucleon and pion, while for neutral current interactions the
charge lepton is swappedwith a neutrino of the same flavor as the incident neutrino.
These processes can be seen in Figure 1.5.
FIGURE 1.5: (Left) Charge current resonant scattering (Right) Neutral current reso-
nant scattering. Figure from [1].
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Coherent Scattering
In coherent scattering, a neutrino interactswith the nucleus as awhole, giving a small
Q2. With a small momentum transfer, the nucleus remains in the ground state and
a pion is produced with a charge lepton, if charge current, or a neutrino, if neutral
current. This is shown in Figure 1.6.
FIGURE 1.6: (Left) Charge current coherent scattering (Right) Neutral current coher-
ent scattering. Figure from [1].
Deep Inelastic Scattering
With deep inelastic scattering, the Q2 becomes high enough that the neutrino can
break down the nucleus. This allows interactionswith the quasi-free quarks that exist
in the nucleon. When the neutrino interacts with a quasi-free quark, the quark will
recoil and produce a hadron shower, including nucleons, pions, strange particles and
others. This process is shown in Figure 1.7.
FIGURE 1.7: (Left) Charge current deep inelastic scattering (Right) Neutral current
deep inelastic scattering. Figure from [1].
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1.3.2 Charge Current Quasi-Elastic Scattering in NUANCE
This section presents the charge current quasi-elastic (CCQE) scattering theory and
includes a description of how Cabibbo-suppressed CCQE scattering is modeled in
the NUANCE neutrino event generator [5].
CCQE Scattering
Charge current quasi-elastic neutrino scattering off of a nucleon canbe shown through
two processes:
∫l +n! l°+p,
∫¯l +p! l++n (1.7)
These processes were well studied in the 1970’s utilizing bubble chambers [27].
Due to the characteristics of neutrinos,most neutrino experiments, including LArTPC
experiments, a bound nucleon is the target. This can be written as,
∫l + A! l°+ A0,
∫¯l + A! l++ A0 (1.8)
Here A is the initial state nucleus and A0 is the final state nucleus with a hadron. The
cross section model used in this analysis is the work of Smith and Moniz [28]. In the
model, the cross section for free and bound nucleons are calculated and the Fermi
gas model is used to calculate Pauli blocking and Fermi motion for a bound nucleon
target [5].
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Cabibbo-Suppressed CCQE Scattering
Cabibbo-suppressed CCQE scattering is considered the simplest process following
CCQE scattering (shown in Equation 1.7). The processes are shown as,
∫¯l +p! l++§0,
∫¯l +p! l++ß0,
∫¯l +n! l++ß°.
(1.9)
These processes are well calculated, historically by [6, 27, 29, 30] and more recently
by [7, 31–33]. The cross section models of these processes are vary widely from each
other.
Equation 1.9 shows processes that only occur with antineutrinos (restricted by the
¢S = ¢Q selection rule) and converts a u-quark to an s-quark, which transforms a
proton into a §0 or ß0, or a neutron into a ß°. These processes are suppressed by a
factor of sin2µc º 0.05, where µc is the Cabbibo angle, which makes them extremely
rare. Since this process is only induced by antineutrinos, it can be used as an ’an-
tineutrino tagger’ with neutrino experiments. Another motivation for studying these
processes is that, at low energy, hyperons do not experience Pauli blocking, unlike
neutron production. When a proton is converted to a neutron, known as CCQE neu-
tronproduction, the neutron cannot stay in the same shell in the nucleus because the
Pauli-Exclusion principle does not allow two identical nuclear particles to exist in a
single energy state. The energy must also be above an interaction threshold to take
place, meaning at low-energies the process is Pauli-blocked. Hyperons, however, do
not see this effect.
This study details the detection of neutral hyperons, given in the first two reactions
of Equation 1.9. This process converts a proton to a neutral hyperon, via u° s quark
coupling mediated by the W° boson. §0 and ß0 have minimum threshold neutrino
energies of ª 325 MeV and 425 MeV respectively. In the final state of the interaction,
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a µ+ and a neutral hyperon (§0 or ß0) is created. Due to neutral particles inability to
be detected, theywill only be seen in the detector if they decay into charged particles.
§0 and ß0 have decay times of (2.632±0.020) £10°10 s and (7.4±0.7) £10°20 s, with
masses of (1115.683±0.0006)MeV and (1192.642±0.024)MeV, respectively. The decay
lengths, for v < c and corresponding to the decay times, for each are 7.8 cm and 0.022
nm, respectively. It is important to note that the decay length of the ß0 is larger than
the radius of an argon nucleus (ª 10°15 m). This means that it will leave the nucleus
before decaying into a §0. Its short decay is attributed to its electromagnetic decay,
as compared to the weak decay of§0. 64% of the time,§0 will decay to pº° and 36%
of the time to nº0. ß0 will decay into §0 100% of the time, which will then decay
through the two processes detailed above.
The Smith and Moniz model has been extended for Cabibbo-suppressed CCQE pro-
cesses to integrate the inelasticity and the |¢I | = 12 rule, using the calculations made
by Pais [6]. The cross section for the Cabibbo-suppressed CCQE processes, deter-
mined by Pais, as a function of antineutrino energy is shown in Figure 1.8.
FIGURE 1.8: CCQE Neutral Hyperon Cross Section as calculated by Pais, used in the
NUANCE Event Generator. [4][5][6]
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Experimental Measurements
The study of Cabibbo-suppressedCCQEprocesses has beenpursued in bubble cham-
ber experiments with propane with admixtures of freon, freon without propane, and
hydrogen as neutrino targets. There are large statistical uncertainties, due to the
small number of data events acquired. With advancements inmore intense neutrino
beams and larger neutrino detectors, the ability to study these processes becomes
more realistic.
FIGURE 1.9: æ vs. E∫¯ for the ∫¯l +p °! l++§0 process. Figure from [7].
FIGURE 1.10: æ vs. E∫¯ for the ∫¯l +p °! l++§0 process. Figure from [7].
Figure 1.9 and Figure 1.10 shows the theoretical calculation, from [7], for the ∫¯l +
p °! l++§0/ß0 process and the experimental measurements.
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1.3.3 Nuclear Effects
For theNUANCEneutrino event generator [5] used in this analysis, a starting position
is given to a neutrino interacting with a nucleon by utilizing the measured nuclear
density distribution [34]. NUANCE considers each nucleus as an isoscalar sphere
with Fermi momentum and radially-dependent density. As hadrons propogate, they
are traced in 0.2 fm steps within the nucleus. At each step, the interaction probability
is calculated using the local density and the single-nucleus cross section (nucleon-
nucleon and pion-nucleon). All interactions are Pauli blocked if they exit the nucleon
with a momentum below Fermi sea. Neutral kaons are 50% Ks and 50% KL , with the
cross section of KL being calculated by an equal mixture of K 0 and K¯ 0 and the cross
section of Ks is 50% in every interaction.
The simulation makes certain approximations of hyperons, of note that they are
non-interacting and non-decaying in the nucleus. In the data, when hyperons are
produced in the nucleus, they can proceed through the elastic, quasi-elastic, and
charge-exchange processes with nucleons [31],
§0+p!§0+p,
§0+n!§0+n,
ß0+p!ß0+p,
ß0+n!ß0+n.
(1.10)
Equation 1.10 displays a hyperon elastically scattering with a nucleon. When looking
at Equation 1.11, the first two processes, both quasi-elastic, will typically increase
the cross section of §0 while lowering the cross section for ß0 and ß°. This effect
grows stronger as the charge and mass number of the nucleus increases. The last
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two processes of Equation 1.11 are both charge-exchange and produce a ß+.
ß°+p!§0+n,
ß0+n!§0+n,
§0+p!ß++n,
ß0+p!ß++n.
(1.11)
An additional process that increases the production of §0 in data is the decay of ß0
in the nucleus;
ß0!§0+∞ (1.12)
However, the mean life is so long that the decay almost exclusively happens outside
the nucleus and is thus ignored in the simulations. The result presented in this study
is the production cross section of CCQE neutral hyperons on an argon target and is
consistent with the NUANCEmodel.
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CHAPTER 2
Accelerators and Neutrinos: A Love Story
There have been many experiments that utilize neutrinos produced without man-
made interventions. This has provided significant leaps in our understanding of neu-
trinos and their role in our universe. However, as we begin to study neutrinos more
closely and specify their characteristics, we need more control. This is where we are
introduced to the class of accelerator-based neutrino experiments. A more detailed
description of the contents in this Chapter can be found in [12].
2.1 Accelerator-Based Neutrinos
Using particle accelerators to create a neutrino beam is an increasingly favoredmech-
anism of modern neutrino experiments. The greatest benefit to utilizing accelerator
complexes comes from the design and control afforded to the researchers. Neutrino
beams are carefully designed, often with a specific physics goal in mind, and the en-
ergy spectrum and range can be calibrated and tuned. For example, the NuMI Neu-
trino Beam, discussed in Section 2.2.2, was designed such that it can be run in three
different configurations spanning a neutrino energy range of 1-20 GeV.
2.2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, affectionately known as Fermilab, is a United
States Department of Energy National Laboratory located just outside Batavia, Illi-
nois. For 50 years, it has served as a world leader in accelerator physics, particle
physics, and specifically neutrino physics.
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2.2.1 Fermilab Accelerator Complex
Fermilab’s Accelerator Complex fuels the NuMI neutrino beamwith 120 GeV protons
from the Main Injector. The following section outlines the operations of the Acceler-
ator Complex and the creation of the NuMI beam. A more detailed description can
be found in [12]. Until August 2012, the starting point of the accelerator complex was
a Cockroft-Walton generator. This was replaced by a radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) and an ion source. Everything begins with pure Molybdenum, no larger than
a small chocolate bar, that provides a supply of electrons. This Molybdenum is in
a container filled with H2 gas. As the Molybdenum produces electrons, it converts
the hydrogen gas to H° ions. Using a positive potential and guiding magnetic fields,
the H° ions are extracted from the container and focused within the RFQ. The RFQ
allows bunches of H° ions to be made from the continuous stream and each bunch
is accelerated from 35 KeV to 750 KeV and supplied to the LINAC (Linear Accelera-
tor). The LINAC accelerates the particle bunches to 400 MeV and the beam enters
the Booster. The bunches are 5 ns apart, with the typical pulse length (sum of all
bunches) being roughly 20 ms. Just prior to entering the Booster, the pulse passes
through a thin carbon foil which strips the atoms of their electrons, leaving only sin-
gle proton-H+ ions. Operating at a nominal frequency of 15 Hz, the proton bunches
travel around the Booster ring about 16,000 times in order to reach a kinetic energy
of 8 MeV. The Booster contains 17 radio frequency (RF) cavities operating at a fre-
quency beginning at 37.8 MHz, upon initial extraction from the LINAC, up to 52.8
MHz when the batches are injected into theMain Injection. A Booster ”Batch" yields
roughly 5£1012 protons. The beam is either sent to the Booster Neutrino Beam (for
low energy neutrino beams) or to theMain Injector (for high energy neutrino beams)
and subsequently the NuMI Beamline. Our path follows theMain Injector, where the
Booster delivers a maximum of 11 proton batches in about 0.7 s. The Main Injector
is a synchrotron that accelerates the protons up to 120 GeV, which takes about 1.5 s.
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FIGURE 2.1: A schematic view of the Fermilab Accelerator Complex showing the
three major acceleration steps: LINAC (light blue), Booster (orange), and Main In-
jector (green). Figure from [8]
2.2.2 The Neutrinos from the Main Injector (NuMI) Beam
The proton batches intended for the NuMI Beamline are extracted from theMain In-
jector with kicker magnets that changes from an initial zero value to their full field
intensity in 700 ns, extracting a beam with an intensity of about 4.2£ 1013 proton-
s/spill. The extracted beam is bent downwards by 3.3± in order to aim towards the
MINOS far detector in Soudan, Minnesota. Batches are normally extracted every 1.9
seconds with a beam window, or spill, of 8.6 µs. The proton beam then travels 350m
and hits a water-cooled graphite target composed of 47 rectangular segments lined
end-to-end, with a cross sectional area of 6.4£18 mm2. Each rectangular segment
is 20 mm in length, 6.4 mm in width, 15 mm in height, and spaced 0.3 mm from
each other. The total length of the target is 95.4 cm, corresponding to 1.9 interaction
lengths, allowing º 85% of protons to interact. The design and size of the target was
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optimized for maximizing pion production and minimizing pion absorption, while
maintaining tolerable thermal expansion properties.
FIGURE 2.2: A longitudinal cross section of the NuMI graphite target. Figure from
[9]
The proton-graphite interaction produces several types of particles,
p+C !º±,K±+X (2.1)
The particles created from the proton-graphite interaction are focused or defocused
by two magnetic horns. The system is designed to focus the mesons into the decay
region and down the beamline. The graphite target is inserted approximately 50cm
into the first horn, which is 3.3m long. Located 10m downstream, the second horn is
3.58m long. This configuration and the possible trajectories are shown in Figure 2.3.
The horn’s toroidal magnetic field goes as B ª 1/r .
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FIGURE 2.3: Possible trajectories through the two NuMI horns. The second horn
serves to further focus hadrons that are underfocused or overfocused by the first
horn. Figure from [10].
In the forward horn current mode (FHC), the horns focus º+, which subsequently
produces primarily a muon neutrino beam (º+ ! µ+ +∫µ). In the reverse current,
the inverse will be created, (º°!µ°+ ∫¯µ). This can be summed as,
º+(°)!µ+(°)+∫µ(∫¯µ) (2.2)
Charge conservation of the proton-graphite interaction will cause the º° production
to be significantly lower than º+ production, meaning that the intensity of antineu-
trinos will be smaller than neutrinos.
The hadrons focused through the horn system then enter a 675m long, 2m diameter
helium-filled decay pipe. The length corresponds to the decay distance of a 10 GeV
pion. Nearly all the unstable hadrons will decay into neutrinos within this pipe.
2.3 Neutrino Detectors
A common thread through this thesis is the unique interaction characteristics of neu-
trinos. Neutrino detectors are the lens throughwhich the neutrino dimension can be
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FIGURE 2.4: NuMI neutrino energies at different configurations. The analysis per-
formed for this work is based on the Low-Energy mode, in antineutrino mode. Fig-
ure from [9].
viewed. For some neutrino experiments, a neutrino detector is the only equipment
needed because natural neutrino sources are available. For accelerator-based neu-
trino experiments, the neutrino detector is one of the two major components. Neu-
trino detectors are used to characterize the daughter particles created by neutrino
interactions. These particles can be reconstructed and used to identify the flavor,
energy, or characteristics of the incident neutrino. A major benefit of accelerator-
based neutrino experiments is that many of the important parameters are intention-
ally designed and known, such as the distance the neutrino traveled or the neutrino’s
initial direction. A great neutrino detector will have ample statistics and efficiency in
detecting neutrino interactions, precise energy reconstruction, and extremely high
purity of particle tracks.
2.3.1 LArTPC Theory
Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) represents the most advanced
neutrino detection technology, leading to it being the detector type of choice for the
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US Neutrino Program. LArTPC’s are able to accurately reconstruct neutrino energies
and flavors with low background noise and systematics. The theoretical concept be-
hind a LArTPC is rather simple, given its immense ability to characterize neutrino
interactions.
A LArTPC is a detector filled with liquid argon, usually ultra-pure and cryogenically
cooled. When a neutrino interacts with an argon atom inside the detector, it will pro-
duce particles. As these product particles travel through the detector medium they
will ionize the argon, leaving a track of ion-electron pairs as they pass. Argon, as
a noble element, provides the characteristic of being chemically inert. This allows
particles to travel through without significant unwanted interactions. The Time Pro-
jection Chamber (TPC) is within an electric field, allowing the ions and electrons to
be separated. The electronswill drift towards a set of wire planes situated on one side
of the TPC. The wire planes are oriented at specific angles in respect to each other.
The electron will induce a wire signal pulse on the wire plane, which can be read out
and analyzed. There are two important wire planes; an ’induction’ plane and a ’col-
lection’ plane. The electron will induce a signal on the induction plane and then be
collected by the collection plane. The induction plane will give a bipolar signal, due
to the electrons approaching the plane and then traveling away from the plane. The
collection planewill be unipolar because the electron approached thewire plane and
is then collected.
The induction and collection planes are oriented at±60± with respect to the beamdi-
rection. This orientation is crucial because it allows the combination of the informa-
tion from both the wire planes to provide a two dimensional projection of the inter-
action event. An additional dimension can be found by measuring the time it takes
the electrons to drift across the detector medium and be collected onto the collec-
tion plane. By combining these threemeasurements, a three dimensional projection
of each neutrino interaction can be made. Additionally, as each electron charge is
induced and collected by the wire planes, the calorimetric data is stored. This calori-
metric data is proportional to the energy deposited by the particle in the detector.
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Through the interaction processes, there is also some scintillation light produced
in the detector. Some LArTPC experiments utilize Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) to
gather this light information, which can be used in a variety of analyses and as a trig-
ger to designate t0. For ArgoNeuT, utilizing accelerator neutrinos, the timing of the
beam is used to determine t0.
A illustration of the LArTPC concept for detecting neutrino interactions can be seen
in Figure 3.2.
FIGURE 2.5: The LArTPC concept for detecting neutrino interactions. (Left) An in-
cident neutrino enters the detector and strikes an argon atom, producing charged
particles that ionize the detector medium as they travel through the detector. This
ionization is drifted to the wire planes by the uniform electric field. (Right) The wire
planesmeasures the time in which the charge interacted with the wire, as well as the
wire number of the interactingwire. Utilizing thewire orientation, thewire numbers
affected, and the timing from both wire planes allows for the reconstruction of a
three dimensional image of the interaction, including the calorimetric information.
Figure from [11].
Argon provides an optimal medium for neutrino experiments because it has a high
density, minimal radiation length, is chemically inert, and produces significant scin-
tillation. The more dense noble gases provide even more benefit, but their small
abundance in our atmosphere makes themmonetarily unfeasible to use. Argon still
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provides the density, while being more abundant and less expensive for neutrino ex-
periments, particular larger LArTPC’s such as DUNE that will hold up to 70,000 tons
of pure argon. Having argon in liquid form provides more density which increases
the likelihood of neutrino interaction, density of ionization, and less diffusion of
electrons as they drift, allowing for more resolved track reconstruction. Liquid ar-
gon also contains dielectric properties that perform better in the TPC’s high voltage
environment. The benefits of argon over the other noble gases can be seen in Figure
2.6. In Figure 2.7, a collection plane in ArgoNeuT for a neutrino event is shown. The
FIGURE 2.6: A table displaying the most relevant characteristics, in relation to par-
ticle detectors, of the stable noble elements. Argon represents the best possible de-
tector mediumwhen reconciling price per mass. Figure credit: Mitchell Paul Soder-
berg.
signal shown is in what is known as a wire-time view, the two dimensional view of
time vs. wire number, and the colors designate the amount of charge deposited on a
certain charge at that time. Below the collection plane is a view of the signal on the
collection plane (in ADC counts) as a function of time.
There is a region of specific balance in the electric fields between the drift region and
the induction wire plane (space 1), as well as between the induction and collection
planes (space 2). The implication of this is that in order to gain the greatest grid elec-
tron transparency, an electron will drift from space 1 to space 2 only with a delicate
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FIGURE 2.7: (Top) The Collection Plane showcasing a neutrino interaction. Wire 140
is shown in red. (Bottom) ADC counts vs. Time ticks for Wire 140. Figure from [1].
ratio of the electric fields E1 and E2 [35]. The transparency condition gives:
E2
E1
> 1+Ω
1°Ω (2.3)
where Ω = 2ºra and r is the wire radius and a is the space between the wires. Many
LArTPCs, includingArgoNeuT, use an additionalwire plane knownas a "shield" plane
that separates the drift volume from the induction and collection plane. This shield
plane serves to protect the induction and collection planes from receiving any charge
other than the ionization that enters the wire plane region. In order to maximize this
effect of shielding the two wire planes, the shield plane must satisfy:
a
2ºs
ln
° a
2ºr
¢ª 1 (2.4)
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where s is the distance between the shield plane and the induction plane.
The shield plane also can serve as a way to shape the field near the wire planes. Addi-
tionally, if used to read data, it can provide another source of information and assist
in the three-dimensional reconstruction of an interaction. For ArgoNeuT, the induc-
tion and collection planes are used to take data. In Figure 2.8, you can see all three
planes (shield, induction, and collection), as well as the three drift regions created
with the electric field (E1, E2, and E3). Each of the three regions are selected to have a
certain wire thickness and spacing in order to satisfy Equation 2.3, while the spacing
between the planes is selected to satisfy Equation 2.4.
FIGURE 2.8: A LArTPC’s drift regions and wire planes. Figure from [12]
2.3.2 Calorimetry
As discussed in the previous section, the amount of charge detected at thewire planes
is directly proportional to the amount of energy deposited by the traveling particle in
the liquid argon. By measuring the amount of energy deposited by a stopping parti-
cle, we know the kinetic energy of that particle, which can be an incredibly powerful
tool to identify particles. During cases where the particle stops within the detector, it
is possible to use the measure of the energy deposited along a track per unit length,
dE
dx as a way of differentiating particles from each other. This is best shown in Figure
2.9.
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FIGURE 2.9: (Left) dEdx versus kinetic energy. (Right) Kinetic energy versus track range
for a variety of relevant particles. Figure from [13]
A prime example of the power of differentiating particles with LArTPCs is the separa-
tion of electrons and photons (gammas). Traditionally this is a very difficult process,
due to their decay processes. An example of why this is a problem is reconstructing a
photon as an electron is one of the dominating backgrounds for signaling electron-
neutrino events in oscillation experiments.
In order to differentiate gamma-induced electromagnetic showers from electron-
inducedones requires using dEdx to discriminate. The
dE
dx of a gamma-induced electron-
positron pair track is approximately twice as energetic as the electron-induced track.
This fact can be used and one canmeasure the dEdx and determine the particle’s iden-
tity before the electromagnetic shower of the track begins and the track becomes too
difficult to characterize.
In order to convert the collected charge to dEdx , you must know the preamplifier/-
electronics calibration factor, the level of ionization-attenuating impurities in the
medium, the effect of ionization-attenuating recombination of electrons with argon
ions, the efficiency of the charge collection, and the orientation of the track. Knowl-
edge of the preamplifier/electronics calibration factor is necessary to convert ADC
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counts into charge. The ionization-attentuating impurities in the medium is refer-
ring to impurities that affect the ionization, such as having electronegative H2O. This
is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.1.2. The ionization-attenuating recombina-
tion of electrons with ions refers to the possibility that a liberated ionization electron
could be recaptured immediately following creation by an argon ion via electrostatic
pull. This effect is characterized by the charge density and the applied electric field,
with the ability to remove an election-ion pair at higher values.
FIGURE 2.10: The effect of recombination in converting charge deposited into en-
ergy deposited, shown for a few electric field values. Figure from [14]
If we consider the recombination effect in isolation, we can say,
dQcor
dx
= A (dE/dx)
1+KB (dE/dx) (2.5)
where Qcor is the corrected charge and A and KB are constants (in a given electric
field). Equation 2.5 is commonly referred to as Birk’s law. The constants A and KB
have been measured by [14] at a spectrum of voltages standard of LArTPC-based ex-
periments.
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2.4 Experimental Challenges
ArgoNeuT is a research and development (RD) project at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory. It served as the first phase of the US neutrino program, moving towards
the future kilo-ton scale LArTPCs. ArgoNeuT helped characterize the performance of
LArTPCs, providing a testing ground to flesh out the advantages, disadvantages, and
areas of concern for larger LArTPC experiments.
Challenges not addressed in this section, such as those with signal processing, auto-
matic reconstruction, and data analysis. These challenges will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 4.
2.4.1 Liquid Argon Purity
The liquid argon required for the effective use of LArTPCsmust be thousands of times
more pure than commercially available argon. This is a requirement to have mini-
mal charge attenuation and to allow electrons to drift the full distance to the anode.
The experimental process of purifying the liquid argon for ArgoNeuT is discussed in
Chapter 3 in detail. The larger the LArTPC, the greater challenge it will be to main-
tain purity. For example, a 20Kt LArTPC will have a drift distance of roughly 10m.
Therefore, the liquid argon must be pure enough for a liberated ionization electron
to drift 10mwithout interacting with an impurity. This problem is possible subverted
by the concept of a segmented TPC that has multiple drift regions of roughly 2-3m.
The cost of a segmented TPC is that you decrease the number of readout channels
possible for the TPC.
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2.4.2 Liquid Argon Safety
Liquid argon is a noteworthy safety hazard in general, but particularly in confined
spaces. While argon is a noble gas and would not pose a serious health hazard to hu-
mans, if a significant amount of liquid argon were to be spilled in an enclosed space,
it can quickly expand into a gas and replace the oxygen in the space. Safety designs
thatmanage the potential for an underground spill of liquid argon are a challenge, as
is devising a method to fill underground tanks with liquid argon. These challenges
increase as the size of the LArTPC increases. ArgoNeuT deploys gas relief lines that
would direct the spilled argon from the underground enclosure to the ground level.
In addition, there are also oxygen deficiency alarms, spill containment vessels, slow
control monitors that measure temperature and pressure, and more.
2.4.3 Light Collection
Interactions with liquid argon produce scintillation light that can be readily read out
with detectors. This scintillation light can be used as a trigger to designate the start
time of a neutrino interaction and is particularly useful in analyses that do not in-
volve a timed neutrino beam. For future LArTPC experiments, having light detection
capabilities with resolutions up to nanoseconds is an important characteristic.
There are two main processes that produce scintillation light:
Ar §+ Ar ! Ar §2 ! 2Ar +∞,
Ar §+ Ar ! Ar+2 +e°! Ar §2 ! 2Ar +∞.
(2.6)
The first process is known as self-trapped exciton luminescence, createdwhen an ex-
cited argon atom, generated by the production of a charged particle in the neutrino
interaction, forms a molecular pair with a neighboring argon atom. This molecular
pair de-excited by producing a photon. The second process is known as recombi-
nation luminescence, created when an argon ion, generated by the production of
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a charged particle in the neutrino interaction, recombines with a neighboring argon
atom to form amolecular ion. Thismolecular ion then breaks apart and is de-excited
by producing a photon. In both processes a photon with a wavelength of 128nm is
produced. This photon is very difficult to detect with a conventional photomultiplier
tube because they have low transmittance at that wavelength. This can be solved by
using high transmittance glass or using a wavelength shifter to shift the light into the
visible spectrum.
2.5 Current and Future LArTPCs
The United States accelerator-based neutrino physics programs has chosen LArTPC
detectors as the main detectors for their future neutrino field studies. LArTPCs pro-
vide complete 3D imaging, precise calorimetric energy reconstruction, efficient par-
ticle identification and allow the recognition of exclusive topology and the investiga-
tion of nuclear effects in detailed studies into the hadronic phase of the final states.
These characteristics make LArTPCs the ideal detector for few-GeV neutrino scatter-
ingmeasurements. ArgoNeuT, the LArTPC this study was conducted on, was the first
LArTPC in a neutrino beam in the United States and started the US LArTPC neutrino
program. ArgoNeuT collected data on the NuMI beam from 2009-2010. During this
period, the LArTPC known asMicroBooNEwas proposed and commissioned. Micro-
BooNE is currently taking data on the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) on the Fermilab
site. Over the next few years two detectors will be joining MicroBooNE in formal
data taking, the Short-Baseline Near Detector (SBND) and the ICARUS-T600 detec-
tor. These three detectors will form a detector chain known as the Short-Baseline
Neutrino Program (SBN). This program is providing crucial research and feedback
that will feed into the US Neutrino Programs flagship detector, known as the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). DUNE will be the largest neutrino de-
tector ever built, designed as a four cryostat detector thatwill hold a combined 68,000
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tons of liquid argon. DUNE is still in the design phase butwill eventually serve as part
of the Long-Baseline Neutrino Program as the far detector.
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CHAPTER 3
The ArgoNeuT Experiment
This chapter will detail the specific hardware aspects of the ArgoNeuT Experiment. A
more detailed description of the contents in this Chapter can be found in [15].
3.1 ArgoNeuT Hardware
The major piece of hardware in the ArgoNeuT Experiment is the Time Projection
Chamber (TPC). On one side of the TPC is the cathode plane, while the other side
contains the three parallel wire planes that consist of the anode. Equally as impor-
tant as the TPC is the cryostat, electronics readout, and MINOS Near Detector. The
purity, containment, and cooling of the liquid argon is vital to the efficiency of the
experimental data. The proper extraction of the raw data and the electronics readout
to filter and amplify signals provide the ability to analyze the data properly. Finally,
for through-going particle tracks, utilizing theMINOS Near Detector provides signif-
icant resources to deepen the possible analyses. Together with the TPC, these hard-
ware components provide crucial abilities to the experiment to allow for our studies.
Each of these hardware elements will be discussed in detail in the sections following.
3.1.1 Cryostat and Cryocooler
The needs of the LArTPC to be continuously filled with ultra-pure liquid argon re-
quires a storage and maintenance system for the liquid argon. The liquid argon is
maintained in a cryostat, which consists of an inner and outer vessel. The cryostat
is cylindrical in shape and has convex end-caps at each end. The end caps are the
access points to the internal volume for the installation of the detector. The length of
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the inner cryostat is 130 cm, with a diameter of 76.2 cm, giving a liquid argon volume
of 550 L (0.76 tons). The length of the outer cryostat is 163 cm with a diameter of
106.7 cm. In between the inner and outer cryostat’s is a thick layer of vacuum insula-
tion that wasmaintained at a pressure of 10°3 - 10°4 torr throughout the physics run.
The major axis of the cryostat is parallel to the NuMI beam axis.
The neck of the cryostat is wide and consists of a partially vacuum jacketed chim-
ney that is formed through two stainless-steel, coaxial straight-joints assembly. This
chimney is oriented on the top of the cryostat. The chimney provides access to the
TPC’s signal wires and internal instrumentation, while also containing the pipes for
the high voltage feedthrough and re-circulation.
To maintain the argon in its liquid state within the cryostat at a constant tempera-
ture of 88 K, a commercial single-stage cryocooler with high cooling capacity is used.
Flexible lines are used to connect the separate compressor package and the cold head
expander. The compressor package is water cooled and supplies compressed helium
for the cold head. Once inside the cold head, the helium expands and creates cryo-
genic temperatures.
The copper heat exchanger is contained in a small vacuum insulated vessel, con-
nected via a four-pipe vertical pathway to the cryostat. Any argon that is boiled off
will move vertically through a pipe and is recondensed within the heat exchanger
vessel. Once recondensed, the liquid argon travels back through another one of the
three pipes to return to the active volume. There is a bypass pipe and two argon fil-
ters making up the three passes. The bypass pipe is closed during operation of the
detector and only one argon filter is used.
The inner and outer vessels have a number of temperature and pressure sensors
that create a feedback loop with the heaters within the volume. A constant 2.0 psig
pressure in the area above the liquid is maintained by a system of slow-control soft-
ware. The feedback loop is such that when the pressure lowers below a threshold,
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the heaters on the cryocooler start and the net cooling power lowers. If the pressure
increases, the heaters decrease and the net cooling power increases.
A screenshot of the slow-control software is shown in Figure 3.1.
FIGURE 3.1: A screenshot of the remotely controllable cryostatmonitoring software.
Figure from [15].
3.1.2 Time Projection Chamber
ArgoNeuT is a rectangular Time Projection Chamber (TPC) measuring 40£ 47£ 90
cm3, which corresponds to an liquid argon active volume of 170 L, and lies within
the inner cryostat. The TPC is built of G10, consisting of woven fiberglass and an
epoxy resin binder.
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FIGURE 3.2: (Left) ArgoNeuT TPC removed from the inner cryostat with the wire
planes and read-out electronics exposed on the right side. (Right) the ArgoNeuT
cryostat. Figures from [15].
The TPC is oriented within the cryostat in such a way that the longest dimension is
parallel with the beamline. This gives the dimensions of the wire planes to be 40£90
cm2, with a drift distance horizontal to the ground of 47 cm from the cathode plane to
the innermost wire of the first anode plane. The cathode plane is a sheet of G10 with
metallized copper on the inner surface. The wires are constructed from a beryllium-
copper alloy, with a diameter of 152 µm. They were strung at a tension of 9.8 N,
with a 4 mm spacing (known as pitch). This pitch is constant in all wire planes. As
discussed previously, the anode consists of three parallel wire planes separated from
one another by 4 mm away.
The first plane in the anode is the ”shield plane", consisting of 225wires oriented per-
pendicularly to the beamaxis (+90 degrees). Due to the orientation of thewires, each
wire is 40 cm. The shield plane is not instrumented to readout any data, but rather
provides the shape to the electric field in the anode region and shield the electronics
and other instrumented planes from induction signals produced by ionization. The
second plane in the anode is the “induction plane", consisting of 240 wires oriented
at +60 degrees relative to the beam axis. A bipolar signal is produced as ionization
electrons travel towards, cross, and then travel away from the induction plane. The
third plane in the anode is the “collection plane", consisting of 240 wires oriented
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at °60 degrees relative to the beam axis. After the ionization electrons pass the in-
duction plane, they are collected onto the collection plane and produce a unipolar
signal. Due to the orientation to the beam axis, the wire lengths of the induction
and collection planes vary, starting as long a 46.2 cm in themiddle of each plane and
decreasing in length to fill the corners of each wire plane.
FIGURE 3.3: (Left) ArgoNeuT’s anode wire plane orientation. (Right) Fully assem-
bled TPC. Figure from [12].
The drift region of the TPC is maintained in an electric field of 500 V/cm. This is
done through key electrodes placed on the boundary surface surrounding the drift
volume, shaping the field. Around the TPC are four panels that have 1 cm copper
strips that run up the entire length of the TPC. These strips are equally spaced 1 cm
apart to form 23 rectangular bands around the TPC. The copper strips are placed at
potentials that linearly decrease from the cathode to the shield plane, shaping the
field to be uniform in the drift volume and near the edges of the TPC volume. This
allows ionization electrons to drift through the volume at a constant velocity.
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FIGURE 3.4: Inside the ArgoNeuT TPC. The copper strips lining the TPC is shown,
attached to the G10 TPC frame. The solid copper sheet shown is the cathode plane.
Figure from [15]
3.1.3 Electronics Readout
The charge information is read out fromeach individualwire continuously by amulti-
channel waveform reader, consisting of three electronics cards and boards. These are
a bias voltage distribution card (BVDC), preamplifier and filter card (PFC-16), and
the ADC, circular memory buffer, and VME readout digitizer module (ADF-2). Each
element is connected via internal readout cables, signal feedthrough card, external
readout cables, and pleated foil cables. The bias voltage is created from a noise-
filtered external DC power supply. This is daisy-chained to the BVDC, which then is
passed through another noise filter and distributed amongst the sense-wires of the
TPC, using a 100 M≠ isolation and current limiting resistor. To limit ground-loop
currents, the daisy-chains’ ground bus is isolated from the signal through 100 M≠
resistors. The BVDC, including themounted resistors and capacitors, are submerged
in the liquid argon inside the cryostat. Each BVDC can service 24 wires, connecting
to them through 12-pin connectors. It has been observed that the BVDC does not
effect the electron lifetime. When the BVDC receives a signal from a wire, the signal
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is transported through 20 internal readout flat cables up to the cryostat chimney to
the inner side of the signal feedthrough.
The bridge between the vacuum-tight cryostat and the exterior is the readout signal
feedthrough, which is custom-built to provide board-mount connectors on the in-
side andoutside of the cryostat. After the signal travels through the signal feedthrough
outside the cryostat, it is transferred to the 16 channel preamplifier and filter card
(PFC-16). Consisting of two stages, a preamplifier stage and shaping/filter stage, the
PFC-16 cards are contained in a double RF shielded cage. After the signal has been
amplified and filtered, it is transported along pleated foil cables to a set of 32-channel
ADF-2 modules where it is digitized. Each ADF-2 module contains a 10 bit analog-
digital converter and is capable of handling sampling frequencies of more than 100
MHz. For ArgoNeuT, the ADF-2 sampled the preamplifier every 198 ns and recorded
the digital information for 2048 samples, or time ticks. With a maximum drift time
of 333 µs, having a recording time window of 405 µs allows events to be pre- and
post-sampled.
3.1.4 Liquid Argon Purification and Purity Measurements
Due to the importance of the purity of the liquid argon, the purification and mea-
surement processes are carefully monitored. One of the greatest threats to argon
purity is the presence of electronegative molecules. As the impurity concentration
increases, the electron lifetime decreases, as shown,
1
øe
= ke [O2] (3.1)
The oxygen equivalent [O2] concentration is often used for the total concentration of
electronegative impurities, expressed in units of parts-per-billion (ppb). The attach-
ment processes rate constant ke is dependent on the TPC’s electric field. For exam-
ple, if ke ' 3.1 ppb°1ms°1, then the corresponding electric field is 0.5 kV/cm and the
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drift velocity of the electrons is 1.6 mm/µs [36]. When the impurity concentration
reaches 0.7 ppb (and øe = 450µs), it only takes 310 µs, or a 50 cm drift, to remove half
of the free ionization electrons.
Commercially available liquid argon typically comes with an oxygen-equivalent con-
centration in the parts-per-million range, so in order to conduct the ArgoNeuT ex-
periment, a purification system had to be built to remove impurities that would stop
ionization electrons fromdrifting the length to the wire planes. A purification system
required a high removal efficiency, while still be fast enough to purify large amounts
of argon to continuously feed the TPC. One of the most efficient ways of removing
oxygen from an inert gas stream is by utilizing the oxidation reaction with a metal
to form a metal oxide. Doing this removes the oxygen from the gas stream and is
temperature and pressure dependent. Once a filter becomes saturated with oxygen,
regenerating the metal form from the metal oxide allows the process to be restored.
This can be done by heating the filter with a flow of hot inert gas that contains 2-4%
H2 by volume. ArgoNeuT utilizes a custom-made filter of this type.
ArgoNeuT’s filters are built from activated-copper-coated alumina granules, con-
tained inside of flanged cylindrical stainless-steel cartridges. At each end of the car-
tridge are liquid argon inlet/outlet flange-fitted lines, using vacuum tight cryogenic
valves. Steel disks are placed at both ends of the internal volume of the cartridge
to keep the granules inside while allowing liquid argon to flow through. The dimen-
sions of each cartridge is 61 cm in length with a diameter of 6.4 cm, giving a roughly 2
L volume. The cartridges alumina are porous enough to provide a large active copper
surface with whichO2 can react. The cartridges also allow for molecular trapping of
H2O, another impurity linked to a low electron lifetime. Each cartridge is insulated
by being wrapped in fiberglass, as well as beingmaintained at a weak vacuumof 100-
200 torr in the recirculation system.
Figure 3.5 shows the contained cryosystem. Once a filter is saturated, the other fil-
ter is used while the saturated filter is regenerated. Argon that is boiled off the liquid
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surface travels up to the cryocooler, where it is condensed. Once in liquid form, grav-
ity and pressure pushes the liquid through a filter and re-enters the cryostat volume.
The recirculation flow rate is roughly 1.6 L/hr/L (LAr volume per unit time per unit
volume of the filter), which corresponds to the full volume (approximately 550 L) re-
circulation every 7-8 days.
FIGURE 3.5: The ArgoNeuT experiment during a physics run. (Inset) A drawing of
the ArgoNeuT recirculation system, including the cryocooler and two liquid argon
filters. Figure from [12].
On top of the TPC, inside the cryostat, is the liquid argon purity monitor. The mon-
itor provides instantaneous measurements of the argon purity, although with high
systematics. Using measurements spanning the course of several days can provide a
general purity trend. Figure 3.6 shows the general concept of monitoring the argon
purity. The process begins by shining a Xenon flash lamp, outside the cryostat, to the
inside via optical fibers and is directed towards a gold photocathode on the purity
monitor. The photoelectrons produced in the photon-gold interaction drift through
the field cage of the puritymonitor and are detected at an anode roughly 10 cm away.
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Using an oscilloscope to compare the signals at the cathode and anode allow for the
determination of the level of ionization attenuation across the drift distance. If the
signals from the cathode and anode are equal and opposite (after accounting from
the differing readout responses), then the purity is infinite.
FIGURE 3.6: The purity monitor concept. Since the anode and cathodes are sepa-
rated by time, comparing the signals can determine the electron lifetime, which is a
measure of the argon purity. Figure from [12]
The electron drift time and the electron lifetime can be related by,
Qanode
Qcathode
= e °tø (3.2)
where Qanode and Qcathode are proportional to the anode and cathode pulse heights
respectively. Using a program that utilizes peak-finding techniques, a purity moni-
tor oscilloscope determined the electron lifetime automatically. To account for the
electronics signal response, an exponential decay is fit to the signal.
The electronegative impurity concentration in liquid argon can be expressed as [36],
d [e]
dt
=°ks[S][e] (3.3)
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where [S] is the electronegativity impurity concentration, [e] is the electron concen-
tration, t is time, and ks is the attachment rate constant for electrons.
Solving equation 3.3 gives,
[e(t )]= [e0]e°ks [S]t , (3.4)
or
Qanode
Qcathode
= e°ks [S]t . (3.5)
If one solves the two equations for [S], a relation between the electron lifetime and
electronegative impurities arises,
[S]= 1
35ksø
(3.6)
where [S] is given in a unit of a molar fraction. In ArgoNeuT, running in neutrino-
mode, an electron lifetime is typically 750µs, which corresponds to anoxygen-equivalent
electronegativity impurity concentration of 400 ppt.
3.1.5 MINOS Near Detector
MINOS is a long-baseline neutrino experiment with near and far detectors exposed
to the NuMI neutrino beam. The Near Detector sits at Fermilab, just upstream of Ar-
goNeuT, and the Far Detector is 735 km downstream in the SoudanMine in northern
Minnesota. ArgoNeuT utilizes theMINOS Near Detector to measure themomentum
and charge values ofmuons that exit the ArgoNeuT TPC and enter the Near Detector.
The MINOS Near Detector is a 980 ton magnetized steel and scintillator tracking
calorimeter. The detector consists of alternating layers of steel and scintillator, sand-
wiched together to make the detector 3.8 m high, 4.8 m wide (in an octagon shape),
and 16.6 m long. There are a total of 282 steel planes in the detector, each 2.54 cm
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thick with a 1 cm thick plastic scintillator attached. There is a 2.54 cm distance be-
tween each steel-scintillator pair and the next one. Each scintillation layer is oriented
90 degrees with respect of the previous layer, in order to ease three-dimensional re-
construction. The NuMI beam is off center horizontally, shown in Figure 3.7. Every
5th layer, in the first 150 layers, is fully covered in scintillator, while the preceding four
only have scintillator on the beam-centered side of the detector. This is down in the
first 150 layers because this region is used tomeasure the energy of hadronic showers
and requires more fine instrumentation. This section is known as the ’calorimeter’.
Downstream from the calorimeter is the ’spectrometer’, which provides muon track-
ing. The underlying concept is that a neutrino will interact in the calorimeter region
and produce amuon (in the case of charge current muon neutrino interactions) that
travels to the spectrometer region and is fully reconstructed.
FIGURE 3.7: (Left) The MINOS Near Detector regions, as used by the MINOS exper-
iment. (Right) The plane configuration of the MINOS detector. Figure from [16]
The detector sits in a toroidal magnetic field averaged at 1.3 T, which is produced by
a coil of current-carrying cables that travel the length of the detector. By magnetiz-
ing the detector, a particle’s charge and momentum can be determined by using the
direction and amount of curvatur of the particles path through the magnetic field.
The scintillation strips consist of polystyrene, with a reflective coating of 85%polystrene
and 15% TiO2 by weight. As a particle travels through a scintillator strip, UV light
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peaked at 420 nm is produced and absorbed by wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers.
The WLS fibers re-emit the light at a wavelength of 470 nm and transport it to the
end of the strip where it is fed to a photomultiplier tube via clear wires. This is shown
in Figure 3.8.
FIGURE 3.8: MINOS scintillation strip concept. Figure from [17].
If muons exit the ArgoNeuT detector, and enter the MINOS Near Detector, there is a
chance they can still be fully reconstructed by using both ArgoNeuT’s and MINOS’s
data. For muons higher than 1 GeV, the energy reconstruction resolution ¢Eµ/Eµ
can vary from 6% to roughly 13%. Most of themuons produced from the NuMI beam
will range out in the MINOS Near Detector, allowing for their full reconstruction by
measuring the amount of its curvature in the magnetic field.
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FIGURE 3.9: The position of ArgoNeuT in relation to theMINOSNearDetector in the
MINOSNear Detector hall. The ArgoNeuT detector is shown in gray and theMINOS
Near Detector is shown in green. Figure from [12].
3.2 The Physics Run
The ArgoNeuT detector was commissioned for the physics run in the MINOS Near
Detector hall at Fermilab in the Spring of 2009. The TPC was placed inside the cryo-
stat and then vacuum sealed inside. Leak tests were performed on the argon purifi-
cation system and the TPC was connected to the cryostat.
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FIGURE 3.10: (Left) The fully instrumented ArgoNeuT detector positioned in the
beamline. (Right) An aerial view of Fermilab highlighting the NuMI beam and MI-
NOS hall. Figure from [1].
The conditions for ArgoNeuT’s trigger for data acquisitionwerematched to theNuMI
beam spill signal rate of 0.5Hz. TheNuMI accelerator complex provides a time stamp
that is recorded into every event record at each trigger. This is used later to match
ArgoNeuT tracks with MINOS Near Detector tracks, on a spill-by-spill basis.
The ArgoNeuT physics run began in September 2009 and it gathered data for about
six months. The entire run was in the ”low-energy" NuMI configuration and the ac-
celerator delivered 1.335£ 1020 protons on target (POT). The first phase of the run
was in neutrinomodewith 8.5£1018 POT, and the second phase was in anti-neutrino
mode with 1.25£1020 POT. The MINOS Near Detector was operation during the Ar-
goNeuT run for 90% of the time.
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FIGURE 3.11: The ArgoNeuT physics run, in terms of delivered and acquired
protons-on-target (POT) as a function of time. The two week suspension in opera-
tions was due to a failure of a commercial component of the cooling system. Figure
from [15].
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CHAPTER 4
ArgoNeuT Generation, Simulation, and Reconstruction of Events
LiquidArgon Software (LArSoft) is the software utilized byArgoNeuT andmost LArTPC
experiments for neutrino event generation, simulation, and reconstruction. Theneu-
trino event generator allows the creation of final state particles outside the nucleus,
which are then transferred to the detector simulation, whichpropagates them through
simulated detector medium and produces simulated ionization electrons. The sim-
ulation also models the drift and diffusion of the ionization electrons, the creation
of the wire signals, and the electronics response. The simulation also includes the
propagation of particles that leave ArgoNeuT into the MINOS Near Detector. A more
detailed description of the contents in this Chapter can be found in [1].
4.1 Event Generation
ArgoNeuT uses the NUANCE [5], GENIE [37], and NuWro [38] neutrino event gener-
ators to generate neutrino interactions with an argon target. The work presented in
this thesis utilizes only the NUANCE neutrino event generator software, which has
an interaction channel for charge current quasi-elastic neutral hyperon production.
There are 99 neutrino/antineutrino interaction channels that correspond to different
interaction types that range from 100 MeV to 103 GeV. The channels in the NUANCE
Event Generator are shown in Figure 4.1
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FIGURE 4.1: Channels in NUANCE Event Generator. Figure from [5].
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FIGURE 4.1: Channels in NUANCE Event Generator. Figure from [5].
4.1.1 Quasi-Elastic Cross Section Model
The cross section models used in NUANCE are specific to the interaction types. The
Fermi gas model is used since nucleons are considered in the bound state in a neu-
trino experiment, where a uniform initial momentum density and a negative bind-
ing energy is attributed to the bound state. If a bound nucleon reaches a threshold
momentum, it can exit the nucleus. This means that if there are no final state in-
teractions in the nucleus, the minimum possible momentum value of the nucleon
exiting the nucleus must be equal to the threshold value. Lepton masses are always
accounted for in NUANCEmodels [5].
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For quasi-elastic interactions (charge andneutral current two-body interactionswith
nucleons), the relativistic Fermi gas model of Smith and Moniz is used by NUANCE
[28]. The cross section for both free and bound state nucleons is provided by the
model, using identical form factors for both cases. Also, for free nucleon targets, the
binding energy is set to zero and the initial momentum distribution is defined as a
delta function at zero [5].
For the cross section calculation of charge current quasi-elastic hyperon production,
the Smith and Moniz model is extended by Pais [6] to account for the inelasticity of
the interaction and the |¢I | = 1/2 rule.
4.1.2 NUANCE for ArgoNeuT
Originally NUANCEwas used for carbon and oxygen targets, so modifications had to
bemade to fit NUANCE tomanage argon targets. Additionally, the parameters of the
ArgoNeuT detector had to be built into the NUANCE software. These changes gave a
target of A= 40 for argon, with 18 protons and 22 neutrons, a nucleon binding energy
of 29.5 MeV, Fermi momentum for protons of 242 MeV, and a Fermi momentum for
neutrons of 250 MeV. The detector dimensions were set to be a cube of 47.5 cm £ 40
cm£ 90 cm, corresponding to the x, y, and z dimensions, respectively. The density of
the argon was set to 1.396 g/cm3.
4.1.3 Event Kinematics
NUANCEproduces an output that contains a list of particles, with their particle codes
(in accordance with Particle Data Group convention), and tagged as either an initial
state particle (denoted -1), final state particle prior to interactions (denoted -2), or
the final state particle after interactions (denoted 0). In the detector simulation, only
status code 0 particles are used. NUANCE also provides the event kinematics, in-
cluding the primary vertex (position of the neutrino interaction), the total energy,
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and the direction cosines of the particles. Each output also numbers each event with
a NUANCE channel number.
4.2 Event Simulation with Geant4
4.2.1 Particle Propagation
When NUANCE produces the ‘final state particles after interactions’, these particles
are used by the Geant4 software package to simulate the detector and propagate the
particles through the detector medium. Geant4 includes simulations of the Time
Projection Chamber, inner and outer cryostat, chimney, containment vessel, and the
first plane of the MINOS Near Detector. Figure 4.2 shows the Geant4 simulation of
major components.
FIGURE 4.2: (Left) Geant4’s simulation of the ArgoNeuT Time Projection Chamber,
with the cathode shown in yellow and the wire planes in purple. The TPC origin is
also shown. (Right) The ArgoNeuT TPC with the inner and outer cryostats as simu-
lated in Geant4. In this orientation, the neutrino beam will enter from the left side.
Figures from [12]
As particles propagate, they are subject to the relevant physical processes, up until
they reach a kinetic energy of 100 KeV. For ionization electron clouds, three dimen-
sional voxels (pixels in 3D of volume 0.03£0.03£0.03 cm3 are recorded.
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4.2.2 Electron Drift andWire Signal Simulation
After the ionization is recorded in voxels, the ionization is allowed to drift to the wire
plane and initiate signals. While the ionization drifts, longitudinal and transverse
diffusion constants are used to account for diffusion. The time it takes for the ion-
ization to reach the wire planes determines the amount of diffusion possible. Re-
combination effects are also simulated, see Equation 2.5 [14, 39]. Additionally, the
total number of electrons that reach the wire plane is calculated and assigned to the
respective wire. The raw digit ADC counts can be determined by taking the convolu-
tion of the induction and collection planes’ response shapes. Careful consideration
is taken to include simulated electronic noise to complete the electron drift simula-
tions and subsequent wire plane responses.
4.2.3 Through-Going Muon Simulation
Due to the size of the ArgoNeuT detector and the characteristics of muons, many
muons created upstream of the ArgoNeuT TPC will pass through the detector. For-
tunately, the MINOS Near Detector is positioned behind the ArgoNeuT TPC, which
keeps a log of muons entering the MINOS Near Detector based on the NuMI trigger.
From this log, a normalized set of muons is developed and the reconstructed kine-
matics of these muons from the MINOS Near Detector are used to simulate them
within the ArgoNeuT detector. Using the kinematics from theMINOS Near Detector,
simulatedmuons are created upstream of the forward face of the ArgoNeuT detector
and then propagated through the mediumwith the Geant4 software package.
4.3 Event Reconstruction
With each neutrino event inside the detector, a colossal quantity of data is taken.
One of the greatest benefits of Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers is its ability
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to provide incredible spatial resolution and detailed calorimetric data. In order to
provide precise simulation power, LArSoft must match this data resolutions. LArSoft
was created from scratch, maintaining its unbiased "agnostic" approach to simula-
tion, and is constantly being updated. Within LArSoft, reconstructed elements are
known as objects, with users having the ability to pick from a list of algorithms in
order to reconstruct an object. For the remainder of this chapter, only reconstructed
objects and algorithms used in this thesis will be discussed.
4.3.1 Raw Data Treatment
As discussed in the previousChapter, theDAQelectronics digitally records the charge
deposited on eachwire as a function of time. The next step in treating this raw data is
to utilize deconvolution and noise filtering. The remainder of this chapter is adapted
from [12].
Recall that the signal on the Induction Plane is bipolar, collecting charge as the ion-
ization electrons approach and as they pass thewire. This creates two separate charge
depositions, inverse of each other, on a wire within a short time interval, allowing us
to bunch them as a single deposition of charge. The Collection Plane collects the
ionization electrons, thus providing a unipolar signal. However, as the wires collect
the charge, there is a negative overshoot in the signal which then returns to baseline
exponentially. If there is a nearby signal on the same wire that is close in time to this,
it can effect the height of that signal. To correct for this a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
[40] is used for the raw data deconvolution. This corrects the baseline in the collec-
tion plane, identifies the time overlap of the charge depositions in both the planes,
and outputs a unipolar induction plane signal.
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FIGURE 4.3: The base signal for the Induction and Collection planes of the Ar-
goNeuT detector. This was determined by analyzing a large sample of muons trav-
elling parallel to the wire planes. Figure from [12].
At each wire in ArgoNeut, an empirically-produced signal shape is used, created
through thousands of muon tracks considered nearly parallel to the wire planes. To
avoid shifting the basic pulse to a wider shape and adding distortion, the delta rays
were withheld. By doing this, the effects of electron drift and additional electronic
noise can be accounted for. A passable first order approximation of the signal from
both planes is given by a FFT that has the most narrow signal still considered as a
delta function input to it. The results of this raw data treatment is shown in Figure
4.4, where three consecutive wires are shown prior to and following deconvolution.
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FIGURE 4.4: (upper left) Induction plane of ArgoNeuT showing two deconvoluted
tracks. (Upper right, lower left, and lower right) The deconvoluted (red) and raw
(black) wire signals with overlapping hits as a function of time from three consecu-
tive wires. Figure from [15].
To account for high frequency noise that is amplified by the FFT, a high frequency
filter is used. For the induction plane, an analytic function is used that maintains the
low frequency signals, but removed high frequency noise. For the collection plane,
a Weiner filter is used [41], which makes an assumed known signal and noise spec-
tra, therefore correcting for the low frequency baseline shift. These filters produce
waveforms that are unipolar and smooth.
4.3.2 Hit Identification
Following deconvolution, the waveforms produced are then fed to hit finding. In or-
der to properly characterize hits from the waveform special attention must be paid
to what region of the waveform constitutes a hit (ADC, time). The hit finding algo-
rithm uses a Guassian-shape approximation to identify the hits of individual wires.
The procedure begins by first finding the local minimumwithin the space of the wire
and then searching for a local maximum when increasing in time. If a local maxi-
mum is found and is greater than a predetermined threshold, then that area is taken
to be a single hit. It then continues in time until it finds the next local minimum and
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uses the distance between the two minima as the time width of the hit. This process
continues throughout the entire time window for an event.
Using the time widths of the hits, Gaussian fits are utilized to characterize each indi-
vidual hit. The fit depends on the careful selection of the seed parameters in order to
properly converge. These can vary between the induction and collection plane, for
example the seed value of timewidth and parameter uses data to determine a typical
hit width. If there are overlapping hits, of n hits, then n Gaussian fits are made to
the n consecutive hits in the waveform. Using a linear approximation, the amplitude
can be determined with the height of the signal plus any small contribution from
neighboring hits. This height can be expressed as,
Oi = Aj f (t j ° ti ;w) (4.1)
HereOi is the observed height of the hit and Aj is the true height of the adjacent hits.
The function shown, f (t j ° ti ;w), is the model signal that has been normalized with
width w . Looking at the peak times of the adjacent hits of each model signal, this
function determines the influence of nearby hits on the amplitude of the considered
hit. Note that we can consider Equation 4.1 to take the form ~O =M~A, where M is a
matrix of the function values at each point. This creates hits with unique start times,
end times, widths, and signal amplitudes.
4.3.3 Density-Based Clustering
After the hits are reconstructions, the next step in processing their information is
to clump them together based on their position and density. This creates an object
known as a cluster. The formation of clusters is accomplished by using a procedure
known as ‘density-based spatial clustering of applicationswith noise’ (DBSCAN) [18].
For each wire plane, DBSCAN creates clusters separately. A hit q is considered ‘di-
rectly density-reachable’ from another hit p if it is within a given region ≤ and if p
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has a sufficiently higher density of hits near it. This and the following definitions are
shown in Figure 4.5. The region ≤ is modified to account for the slight variation in
resolution in wire and time directions. Next, a hit q is ‘density-reachable’ from an-
other hit p if there exists a series of consecutive hits pi (p1, ...,pn , such that p1 = p
and pn = q , and each pi + 1 is directly density-reachable from pi . Note that there
exists the possibility that one hit can be directly density-reachable from another hit,
but not vice versa. If one hit is not surrounded by a sufficient number of hits, but the
other hit is. This asymmetry brings forth another special definition; if there exists a
separate hit k such that the two hits q and p are both directly density-reachable from
k, then q and p are density-connected.
FIGURE 4.5: The definitions given in DBSCAN. Figure adapted from [18].
TheDBSCANalgorithm takes an arbitrary point p andfinds all the hits that are density-
reachable from it. Every hit that exists in this cluster are known as core hits, while the
hits on the periphery are known as border hits. Once the cluster has been deter-
mined, the algorithm will then move onto hits that have not yet been assigned an
association with any cluster. This process propagates until all hits have been consid-
ered. Figure 4.6 shows this process and output.
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FIGURE 4.6: A visual product of the DBSCAN algorithm ran on a neutrino event.
The raw data is shown in grey, with unique clusters given distinct colors. Figure
from [15].
4.3.4 Two Dimensional Line Reconstruction
It is expected that the trajectory of most particles in ArgoNeut will follow line-like
paths, since ArgoNeuT is notmagnetized. Onemight entertain the idea that lines can
be foundwith relative ease by a simple linear regression of the density-based clusters.
But alas, the world does not give us the easiest path, and this approach would not
account for events that consist of more than one track or clusters that have excessive
noise. Even density-based clusters that one consist of a single track are a significant
amount of trouble because of many things such as delta ray production, Coulomb
scattering, noisy or dead wires, or non-uniformities in the electric field, etc. In order
to circumvent these challenges, line-like cluster finding is accomplished through the
use of the Hough transform [42].
The Hough Transform takes the locations and weights of all the points in an image
and creates a parameter space, known as ’Hough accumulator’. The algorithm de-
fines a line as r = xcosµ+ ysinµ for each (x, y) in an image. The line will define a
distinct sinusoidal wave for each (x, y) in the (r,µ) plane. If the curves for two (x, y)
points overlay each other, then the point of intersection in the (r,µ) plane will define
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the line that passes through both of the two points in (x, y). Figure 4.7 shows this
graphically.
FIGURE 4.7: (Left) Twopoints in the (x, y) plane. (Right) Both points parametrized in
the (r,µ) plane. The intersection point is shown in red and defines a line that passes
through both of the two points in (x, y). Figure from [12]
Each (x, y) point is translated into the accumulator (r,µ) space and the cells that have
a weight above a threshold will be considered as line candidates. The cell with the
highest weight, whichwould correspondwith the highest number of crossing curves,
is used as the center of a candidate line formed by using the center-of-mass of a 3£3
cell window. This procedure is repeated, each time considering hits that have not yet
been associated with a candidate line. This is done until a threshold value is reached
or the maximum number of lines is reached. It is possible with Hough transforms
to partition a single line-like cluster into many, since each segment with have slight
variations in slope and intercepts which gives more cells to choose from the Hough
accumulator.
4.3.5 Line Merging
The Hough Transform, as discussed in the previous section, is able to partition a sin-
gle line-like cluster into more than one cluster. In order to make three-dimensional
tracks out of these two-dimensional line-like clusters, it is crucial to combine clus-
ters together if they have similar slopes and endpoints. In LArSoft, an algorithm is
used to combine the like clusters and form a ’merged-line’. This is shown in Figure
4.8.
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FIGURE 4.8: (Left) Three Hough line clusters, showing #1 in blue, #2 in green, and #3
in red. (Right) The merged-lines following the merging algorithm. Figure from [12]
4.3.6 Three Dimensional Tracking
Once all clusters have been merged, the reconstruction of the three dimensional
tracks can occur. First, the drift distance between the two planes must be accounted
for, which then allows the clusters to be matched by their start and end point time
coordinates in each plane. Once two clusters have been matched together, the three
dimensional track is reconstructed along with the direction cosines. The direction of
the 3D track is reconstructed first, after which hit-by-hitmatching is done to produce
3D space points (x, y , z) which allows the creation of a high resolution 3D image for
each event. The calculation of a space point is given as,
x = t vd
y = v °u
2cosÆ
(4.2)
z = v +u
2sinÆ
° Y
2tanÆ
where u and v are the wire coordinates (cm) for the induction and collection planes
respectively. vd is the drift velocity of the ionization charge in the TPC, Y is the height
of the TPC, and Æ is the absolute value of the angle of the wires, with respect to the
vertical axis.
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4.3.7 Matching with MINOS Near Detector
One of the unique challenges of the ArgoNeuT collaboration is the small detector
size. Since most of the muons created will exit the detector, utilizing the MINOS
Near Detector that sits directly behind the ArgoNeuT TPC allows for the reconstruc-
tion of these tracks. Using the MINOS offline analysis code [12], the tracks can be
reconstructed across both detectors. If themuon track stops within theMINOS fidu-
cial volume, the total energy deposited in the detector can be used to reconstruct the
momentum of the muon. For muons that do not stop in the detector, the magneti-
zation of the MINOS Near Detector allows for the momentum to be determined by
its curvature when traveling through the detector, along with the charge. This track
can then be matched if the Z vertex of the track is within 20 cm of the center of the
first plane of the MINOS Near Detector. Using the common time stamp from the
accelerator division, the tracks in ArgoNeuT and MINOS can be selected on a spill-
by-spill basis. If a track stops within the instrumented region of the MINOS detector,
that is considered a stopped track. This, as well as some other reconstruction vari-
ables, differ from theMINOS reconstruction protocol. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show this
difference.
FIGURE 4.9: The ArgoNeuT simulation corresponding to the TPC, inner cryostat and
outer cryostat. (This figure is not to scale). Figure from [12].
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FIGURE 4.10: The ArgoNeuT reconstruction shown when applied to simulation and
data. (This figure is not to scale). Figure from [12].
4.3.8 Vertex Finding
Once the lines have been merged (which will be denoted as clusters moving for-
ward), the two-dimensional vertices can be calculated. The algorithm used deter-
mines multiple vertices in each plane and then matches them across the planes to
determine the three-dimensional vertices.
First, the algorithm sorts all the clusters by descending length, in each plane. It will
then verify if there is a matched track in MINOS and if not, it will use the start point
of the longest cluster in each plane as a vertex candidate. From this, a straight line fit
is performed on the beginning section of each cluster, since most tracks produced in
ArgoNeuT are straight in the beginning. This line fitting is iterated three times and
each iteration, hits that have high incremental ¬2 values with respect to the straight
line fit, are removed. This allows us to negate delta ray hits and other hits from noise.
The wire coordinate numbers for each hit are converted to time ticks. While the er-
ror in hit times are incorporated, the error in wire number is assumed to be zero.
If the cluster has more hits than a minimum threshold number, then the cluster is
’accepted’ for vertexing.
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For the first accepted cluster, the two-dimensional start point is considered to be
a ’guessed vertex’ and calculations are made of the distance of closest approach as
defined between a cluster and the guessed vertex. If a cluster has a distance of clos-
est approach greater than a given threshold, it is removed from vertex finding. A
vertex ¬2 is defined as the squared sum of the distance of closest approach of clus-
ters weighted by their error. By minimizing the ¬2, the best fit coordinates of a two-
dimensional vertex is found. This is shown in Figure 4.11.
FIGURE 4.11: A simulated event that displays the reconstructed vertices of an event.
The colored lines and stars each show different clusters and vertices, respectively.
There are two reconstructed vertices in each plane. Figure from [1].
For the technical description, Figure 4.12 gives a visual representation.
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FIGURE 4.12: Straight line cluster (blue line) in a wire plane. The X-axis gives the
wire numbers converted to ticks and the Y-axis is the time tick. Point C is the
guessed vertex and µ is the distance of closest approach from the guessed vertex
to the straight line cluster. Figure from [1].
Let’s first assume a straight line cluster (given as a blue line in Figure 4.12) in one
of the wire planes and designate the x-axis to be ticks and the y-axis to be the time
tick. The clustermakes an angle µ with the horizontal with an intercept ’c’. If we have
a guessed vertex at point ’C’ with coordinates (vx ,vy ), then the distance of closest
approach (µ) is given by:
µ= ccosµ° vycosµ° vxsinµ (4.3)
We can write µ = tan°1m, wherem is the slope of the straight line cluster. This allows
us to rewrite Equation 4.3 as,
µ= ccos(tan°1m)° vycos(tan°1m)° vxsin(tan°1m) (4.4)
The uncertainty in the distance of closest approach æµ is expressed as,
æµ =
s
(cosµ)2æ2c +
≥ 1
1+m2
£° csinµ+ vysinµ+ vxcosµ§¥2æ2m (4.5)
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where µc and µm are the errors on the intercept c and slope m, respectively, of the
straight line fit of a cluster. These are calculated simultaneously while the lines are
fitted.
We can use these expressions to express the vertex ¬2 of a cluster i ,
¬2i =
µ2i
æ2µi
= (cicosµi ° vycosµi ° vxsinµi )
2
(cosµi )2æ2ci +
≥
1
1+m2i
£° csinµi + vysinµi + vxcosµi §¥2æ2mi (4.6)
The total vertex ¬2 if n clusters are added to the vertex can be given by,
¬2 =
nX
i=1
≥ (cicosµi ° vycosµi ° vxsinµi )2
(cosµi )2æ2ci +
≥
1
1+m2i
£° csinµi + vysinµi + vxcosµi §¥2æ2mi (4.7)
The best fit values (vx ,vy ) for the vertex are given by minimizing Equation 4.7. Once
the vertices are identified, they are matched between the wire planes to create three-
dimensional vertices.
4.3.9 Calorimetric Reconstruction
Once the vertices and tracks have been reconstructed in three dimensions, the calori-
metric information can be used to identify the corresponding particles. This method
of particle identification has been discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2.
The calorimetry algorithmutilizes the three-dimensional tracks to calculate the track
pitch, which is ameasure of the track length as seen by a single wire. Then all the cor-
responding hits to that track are used to calculate the amount of deposited charge per
unit track pitch. There are two effects that can reduce the amount of charge on awire:
recombination, the recombining of ionization electrons with argon ions before they
can be separated by the applied electric field, and absorption, the charge lost due to
electronegative impurities in the fiducial volume of the detector. Charge quenching
is often used interchangeably with the recombination effect. When these effects are
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corrected for, the true total charge deposited by a track per unit track pitch can be
determined. The amount of energy deposited by a track per unit length (dE/dx) is
calculated with Birk’s Law [14, 39], which can then be summed over the full track to
get the total amount of kinetic energy.
Knowing the charge deposition and the charge loss per unit track length allows us
to identify the particles. For a track that stops inside the detector, the total energy
deposited by the track and the range of the track can produce compelling informa-
tion about what particle the track is associated with. Additionally, the energy loss
profile provides more information for particle identification. The curves of different
particles from Geant4 simulations are shown in Figure 4.13.
FIGURE 4.13: (Left) Simulated energy loss per unit track length as a function of resid-
ual range for different stopping particles. The plot is overlaid with points of a track
reconstructed by the calorimetry module for reference. (Right) Simulated kinetic
energy as a function of range of different particles. Figure from [15].
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis
5.1 Introduction
This chapter documents the process tomeasure the charge current quasi-elastic (CCQE)
neutral hyperon production cross section in a Liquid Argon Time Projection Cham-
ber. The topological study described in the beginning of this chapter can be found
in full detail in [1]. CCQE Neutral Hyperons are created through interactions with
antineutrinos. When an muon antineutrino interacts with a proton, the proton is
converted to a hyperon. This is shown as,
∫¯µ+p °!µ++§0
∫¯µ+p °!µ++ß0 (5.1)
This rarely studied process is a Cabibbo-suppressed process. The §0 is a weakly de-
caying strange particle with a relatively long decay time. When it does decay, it pro-
duces either two charged particles pº° or two neutral particles nº0. The ß0 elec-
tromagnetically decays to a photon and §0, which will then decay as detailed above.
This analysis is based on the combination of the topological and calorimetric prop-
erties of the §0 decay. Using the high resolution images that a LArTPC can produce
from neutrino interactions, the characteristic topology of §0 can be identified as a
primary vertex with one track and then a detached secondary vertex with two tracks
branching from it. The charged daughter particles produced in the CCQE hyperon
decay processes are what make up the ‘signal’ for this analysis.
The NUANCE neutrino event generator ??wasmodified to use argon targets with the
ArgoNeuT detector and was interfaced with the LArTPC software, LArSoft. By doing
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this, it allows for the full detector to be simulated, as well as the ability to match exit-
ing muons from ArgoNeuT into the MINOS Near Detector. This chapter will outline
the analysis steps taken ([1]), the progression of the analysis, and the further actions
required to complete the full study.
The cross section section measurement for the processes given in Equation 5.1 can
be expressed as,
æ(CCQE§0+ß0 ) =
f £ °Ndata°Nbkg¢
¡£Ntarg£≤ (5.2)
Here Ndata is the number of data events that pass all analysis cuts, Nbkg is the pre-
dicted number of background events, ¡ is the total antineutrino flux, Ntarg is the
number of targets (protons) in the fiducial volume of the detector, ≤ is the efficiency
of all analysis cuts, and f is the correction for the branching fraction of hyperon de-
cay to neutral particles.
5.2 Flux
Figure 5.1 shows the flux in the low energy configuration of the antineutrino NuMI
beam.
FIGURE 5.1: Antineutrino flux of ∫µ (red), ∫¯µ (blue), ∫e (green), and ∫¯µ (cyan) in the
Low Energy (LE) antineutrino mode NuMI beam. Figure from [1].
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This analysis uses a total integrated flux of 2.4£105∫¯µ/m2/109POT for the antineu-
trino beam. In ArgoNeuT’s antineutrino-mode run, it received 1.25£1020 POT. How-
ever, since this analysis requires the MINOS Near Detector track information for
muons, a correction must be made to give the amount of POT while both detectors
were active, giving 1.20£1020 POT used in this analysis.
5.3 Analysis Steps
The analysis consists of two major studies, a topological study and a calorimetric
study. The topological study was conducted by Dr. Farooq and can be found in detail
in [1]. The study utilizes only the topology of the neutrino interaction to determine
the signal events. The calorimetric study builds upon the topological study and uses
the charge deposited per unit track length to determine the identity of the particles,
which can be used to further determine signal events. The next two sections will
discuss the process used in the topological study, present the results of that study,
and discuss the progress made on the calorimetric study. This study uses roughly
fivemonths of ArgoNeuT data when the NuMI beamwas in antineutrino-mode. The
antineutrinos created in antineutrino-mode are of a lower energy than the neutrinos.
This is shown visually in Figure 5.2.
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FIGURE 5.2: The energy spectrum of neutrino and antineutrino events in an MC
sample of a antineutrino-mode run of ArgoNeuT. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.3: The energy spectrum of the signal events in an MC sample of a
antineutrino-mode run in ArgoNeuT. Figure from [1].
5.4 Topological Study
The topological study consists of twomajor analysis steps, the automatic reconstruc-
tion and visual scanning.
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5.4.1 Automatic Reconstruction
The first analysis step taken is to reconstruct the events and filter based on auto-
matic reconstruction cuts. Using the NUANCE event generator, events are simulated
in the detector and passed through the full reconstruction chain of ArgoNeuT. If a
muon track exits the ArgoNeuTdetector into theMINOSNearDetector, the tracks are
matched and calculations are made to determine the momentum and charge sign.
The purpose of the automatic reconstruction step is to retain as many signal events
as possible, while also rejecting as many background events as possible. The diffi-
culty lies in the fact that §0 produces a significantly weak signal. The reconstruction
cuts set 4 conditions that must be met:
1. The primary vertex is reconstructed inside the fiducial volume of TPC, defined
as [3< x < 44,°16< y < 16,6< z < 86], with all dimensions in cm.
2. More than 1 Linemerger clusters are reconstructed in each wire view.
3. TrackmatchingwithMINOSNear Detector (with +ve charge and non-zeromo-
mentum reconstructed by the MINOS Near Detector) (∫¯µ).
4. The MINOS Near Detector matched track starts inside the fiducial volume of
the TPC.
At the edges of the TPC the electric field becomes non-uniform and the possibil-
ity arises for through-going muons not created by a neutrino interaction inside the
detector, which is rejected by requiring the primary vertex to be within the fiducial
volume. By requiring that there must be more than one Linemerger cluster in each
wire view, some ∫¯µ CCQE events that have §0 decaying into neutral particles will be
rejected since theywill often only have aµ+ track. Neutral current (NC) and ∫µ are re-
jected by requiring MINOS Near Detector matching with positive charge. Figure 5.4
shows the difference between the true and reconstructed vertices for all MC events
that passed the automatic cuts. Each graph is fit with a Gaussian to show the vertex
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resolution. Note the tails in the Y and Z graphs, corresponding to mis-reconstructed
space points during the plane view matching process. There is a minor shift in the X
graph also, because there is 10 µs start time window of the NuMI beam. It is impor-
tant to note that the resolution of each of the graphs is in the sub-cm level.
FIGURE 5.4: These graphs show the difference between the true and reconstructed
vertex (X on the left, Y in the center, and Z on the right) of all the events that pass
automatic cuts. Figure from [1].
Figures 5.5 and Figure 5.6 shows the X vs Z vertex distribution (top view of the detec-
tor) and the X vs Y vertex distribution (downstream face view of the detector), respec-
tively. Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 gives the X, Y, and Z vertex distributions
of the data for all the MC events passing the automatic cuts. The cut of the fiducial
volume from 6 cm (upstream) in the Z direction will assist in rejecting through-going
muons. This is not complete, however, and through-goingmuonswill still exist in the
data, as shown in Figure 5.9. In MC, through-going muons are not simulated, and in
the data they are removed in visual scanning.
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FIGURE 5.5: X vs Z vertex distribution of all data events that pass the automatic cuts.
Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.6: X vs Z vertex distribution of all data events that pass the automatic cuts.
Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.7: X vertex distribution for reconstructed data and MC that pass auto-
matic cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.8: Y vertex distribution for reconstructed data andMC that pass automatic
cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.9: Z vertex distribution for reconstructed data and MC that pass auto-
matic cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
Matching a track with the MINOS Near Detector allows the rejection of Neutral Cur-
rent (NC) background events and the charge reconstruction assists in determining
antineutrino events. MC is used to select the cuts made for ArgoNeuT tracks that
exit the TPC and project into theMINOS Near Detector. A requirement is set that the
difference in the angle between the projected ArgoNeuT track and the MINOS Near
Detector should not be greater than 0.4 rad, as well as the radial distance between
them being nomore than 27 cm. The relative sizes and position of the ArgoNeuT and
MINOS Near Detector are shown in Figure 5.10. The ArgoNeuT display showing the
tracks of one spill, including a negatively charged track from ArgoNeuT to MINOS, is
shown in Figure 5.11.
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FIGURE 5.10: The relative size and position of ArgoNeuT (orange) andMINOS Near
Detector (purple) in the MINOS Near Detector hall at Fermilab. Figure from [10].
FIGURE 5.11: Tracks in both ArgoNeuT andMINOSNear Detector, with a negatively
charged track matched between ArgoNeuT and MINOS. All tracks in the spill are
visible. Figure from [15].
If there is more than one ArgoNeuT track matched, the least value of ¢r /cosµ will
be considered the best match; where ¢r is the radial distance of the projected track
in ArgoNeuT to the MINOS track, and µ is the angle between those two tracks. Fol-
lowing the matching of the tracks, the momentum and charge can be determined.
The reconstructed muon momentum for data and MC events in ArgoNeuT is shown
in Figure 5.12. The total momentum of the muon is determined by summing the
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energy deposited in the ArgoNeuT TPC, the energy lost between the ArgoNeuT TPC
and MINOS Near Detector, and the energy deposited in the MINOS Near Detector.
The momentum of the muon is corrected for in ArgoNeuT by looking at the energy
deposited as it travels through the TPC, the energy lost between the detectors by
using a Geant4-based study, and the MINOS Near Detector measures the momen-
tum as it travels through the detector. Figure 5.13 gives the muon’s energy lost as a
function of distance traveled between ArgoNeuT and theMINOSNear Detector. This
gives a non-linear function, but this can be accounted for when considering the non-
homogeneous composition of the two detectors. The energy lost calculations are still
calculated by using a linear fit. Figure 5.14 gives themuon angles for all data andMC
events that pass the automatic cuts. There is a difference in the neutrino beam angle
in data andMC of°3.3± which gives the difference in the distribution between them.
The NuMI beam is pointed at °3.3± so that the neutrino beam is in line with the MI-
NOS Far Detector in Soudan, Minnesota, while the MC beam is pointed at 0±. The
effect of this difference fromMC to data was determined by assigning weights to the
MC events inmuon angle bins and a systematic error is used in the calculation of the
final measurement.
FIGURE 5.12: The distribution ofmuonmomentums for all data (red) andMC (blue)
events that pass the automatic cuts, normalized to one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.13: The energy lost of a muon as a function of distance traveled between
the ArgoNeuT TPC and theMINOSNear Detector, predicted fromGeant4. The non-
homogeneous composition of the two detectors gives the non-linear functionality.
Figure from [10].
FIGURE 5.14: The distribution ofmuon angles for all data (red) andMC (blue) events
that pass the automatic cuts, normalized to one. Figure from [1].
The automatic cuts gave a 78.7% signal acceptances (≤cuts and an 81.3% background
rejection. Recall that a ‘signal’ is an event the produces a neutral hyperon decaying
into a proton and a pion. There is a branching fraction of 63% of a§0 or ß0 decaying
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to charged particles. A total data sample of 1753 events pass through the automatic
cuts. These results are given in Table 5.1.
Cuts Description
Signal
Acceptance
Background
Rejection Data
Automatic
Reconstruction
Cuts
FV, MM µ+, MM track begins in
FV, Clusters in each view > 1
78.7% 81.3% 1753
Scanning
Cuts
Primary tracks = 1,2
Secondary tracks = 2
Detached vertex = 1,2
Reject events with 2 showers
75.7% 98.6% 36
TABLE 5.1: Signal acceptance andbackground rejection rates alongwith thenumber
of data events after each cut. Table from [1].
The number distribution of reconstructed tracks in data and MC following the au-
tomatic cuts is shown in Figure 5.15. The distribution of the number of Linemerger
clusters in the Induction and Collection wire planes for data and MC after the auto-
matic cuts are given in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, respectively. The distribution of
exiting tracks in data andMC after automatic cuts is given in Figure 5.18. In all plots,
the data andMC are in agreement and normalized to one.
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FIGURE 5.15: The number of tracks reconstructed in the data (red) and MC (blue)
after the automatic cuts. Both have been normalized to one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.16: The number of Linemerger clusters in the Induction wire plane for
data (red) and MC (blue) after the automatic cuts. Both have been normalized to
one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.17: The number of Linemerger clusters in the Collection wire plane for
data (red) and MC (blue) after the automatic cuts. Both have been normalized to
one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.18: The number of exiting tracks for data (red) and MC (blue) after the
automatic cuts. Both have been normalized to one. Figure from [1].
5.4.2 Visual Scanning
The second step of the analysis is visually scanning each event that passed the auto-
matic cuts. With each event, the scanner studies the topology and pulls out relevant
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information. Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show the ArgoNeuT event display with a
CCQE §0 event and a scan window that a scanner populated for each event, respec-
tively.
FIGURE 5.19: A CCQE§0 MC event shown in the ArgoNeuT event display.
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FIGURE 5.20: The scanwindowpopulated by the scanner during the visual scanning
of neutrino events. Figure from [1].
For each event, the scanner first zooms to identify the primary vertex and records the
number of primary tracks in the scan window. They will then scan for any detached
vertices (such as the detached vertex in the CCQE §0 case). If there is one identi-
fied, the scanner counts the number of tracks (named secondary tracks) from this
detached vertex and records this in the scan window. If there are more than one de-
tached vertices, the vertex that has themost straight secondary tracks is selected. The
scan window allows the scanner to reject events that contain through-going muons
by identifying the 3D start point of the muon track and determining if the track is
entering. The criteria for a ‘passed’ event through visual scanning is shown below:
1. Only 1 or 2 primary tracks.
2. Exactly 2 secondary tracks.
3. No more than a single electromagnetic shower.
After applying these cuts, 36 data events are selected.
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Figure 5.19 shows a very clean CCQE §0 MC event. One can see the single long track
originating from the primary vertex and then the detached vertexwith two secondary
tracks. The scanner would view this event and state that there is 1 primary track, 1
detached vertex, 2 secondary tracks, with no electromagnetic showers in the event.
Using MC allows us to determine the efficiency of the cuts and the brackground re-
jection rate. Given in Table 5.1, the efficiency of selecting signal events (≤scan) is 75.7%
and the rejection of background events is 98.6%. This drop in the efficiency of select-
ing signal events comes when the hyperon decays closely to the primary vertex. This
is further compounded if the primary and detached tracks are parallel to each other,
making it indistinguishable to the scanner where the primary and secondary tracks
are. If the signal selection and background rejection rates are scaled to the 1.2£1020
protons-on-target (POT), the prediction gives 10 signal events and 20 background
events for the final selected data sample.
The number distribution of scanning tracks in data and MC following the automatic
cuts is shown in Figure 5.21. The distribution of the number of Linemerger clusters in
the Induction and Collection wire planes for data andMC after the scanning cuts are
given in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23, respectively. The distribution of exiting tracks
in data and MC after scanning cuts is given in Figure 5.24. In all plots, the data and
MC are in agreement and normalized to one. The decay particles in the signal events,
a proton and pion created from a decaying neutral hyperon, both exit the TPC 40%
of the time, according to MC predictions. MC predictions also show that 19% of the
events have only the proton exiting, 10% of the events have only the pion exiting,
and 31% of the events have both the proton and pion stopping inside the TPC. Figure
5.25 - Figure 5.26 show a few ArgoNeuT data events that were selected following the
scanning cuts.
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FIGURE 5.21: The number of tracks reconstructed in the data (red) and MC (blue)
after the scanning cuts. Both have been normalized to one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.22: The number of Linemerger clusters in the Induction wire plane for
data (red) and MC (blue) after the scanning cuts. Both have been normalized to
one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.23: The number of Linemerger clusters in the Collection wire plane for
data (red) and MC (blue) after the scanning cuts. Both have been normalized to
one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.24: The number of exiting tracks for data (red) and MC (blue) after the
automatic cuts. Both have been normalized to one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.25: Data event selected following the scanning cuts. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.26: Data event selected following the scanning cuts. Figure from [1].
Figures 5.21 through 5.24 are similar plots to Figures 5.15 through 5.18 and provide
a comparison to how the specified quantities changed following the automatic cuts
and scanning cuts, respectively. The visual scanning analysis allows for 3D ‘vertex
separation’, or the separation between the primary and secondary vertices, as well as
identifying the opening angle and the lengths of the primary and secondary tracks.
The 3D vertex separation in the data andMC is shown in Figure 5.27. The 3D opening
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angle between the secondary tracks in data and MC following the scanning cuts is
given in Figure 5.28. The 3D lengths of the longer and shorter secondary tracks in
data and MC following the scanning cuts are given in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30,
respectively.
FIGURE 5.27: The vertex separation, or the distance between the primary and sec-
ondary detached vertex in data (red) and MC (blue) events following the scanning
cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.28: The 3D opening angle of the secondary tracks in data (red) and MC
(blue) following the scanning cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
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FIGURE 5.29: The length of the longer secondary track in data (red) and MC (blue)
following the scanning cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
FIGURE 5.30: The length of the shorter secondary track in data (red) and MC (blue)
following the scanning cuts. Both are normalized to one. Figure from [1].
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5.4.3 Post - Visual Scanning Cross Section Measurement
Following the visual scanning, the topological study is complete and the first pass
at the cross section measurement can be made. The measurement of the cross sec-
tion measurement in this analysis sets an upper limit to the cross section at a 90%
confidence-level. This measurement uses two independent approaches: a model
dependent, using the absolute normalization of the cross section model, and an ap-
proximate model independent, using only the shape distributions of the MC signal
and background.
The general cross section equation is shown in Equation 5.2, but a more specific
equation for this analysis can be written as,
æ(CCQE§0+ß0 ) =
f £ °Ndata°Nbkg¢
¡£Ntarg£≤cuts£≤scan (5.3)
Here Ndata is the number of data events that pass all analysis cuts, Nbkg is the pre-
dicted number of background events, ¡ is the total antineutrino flux, Ntarg is the
number of targets (protons) in the fiducial volume of the detector, ≤cuts and ≤scan are
the efficiencies of the automatic cuts and the scanning cuts respectively, and f is the
correction for the branching fraction of hyperon decay to neutral particles.
The model dependent approach gives the cross section as,
æ(CCQE§0+ß0 ) =
°
3.7±1.9(stat.)±1.5(sys.)¢£10°40cm2 (5.4)
In high energy physics, it is a common standard to consider a measurement statis-
tically significant if it is at least three standard deviations (3æ) from zero. This study
sets a 90% confidence-level (C.L.) upper limit on the cross section measurement,
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shown in Equation 5.5.
æ(CCQE§0+ß0 ) < 7.3£10°40 cm2 at 90% C.L. (5.5)
FIGURE 5.31: The total cross section measurement of charge current quasi-elastic
§0 andß0 production. The NUANCEmodel is given in red and the topological study
result is given in blue. Figure from [1].
5.4.3.1 Background
The background is calculated by normalizing the MC to 1.2£1020 protons-on-target
(POT). Background events are classified as any event that passes all the analysis cuts
but is not a CCQE neutral hyperon event shown in Equation 5.1. If the event has a
detached vertex with two tracks originated from it, with one or two primary tracks, it
can be passed through as a background event. One example of a background event
is charge current deep inelastic (CCDIS) interactions, where particles such as K 0,
§0, or ß0 are produced in pairs, with one of the pairs exiting the detector without
decaying, or decaying into neutral particles. Another possible example is when a
charged hyperon is produced with a neutral partner in a CCDIS or neutral current
deep inelastic (NCDIS) interaction. More examples could include events where a
neutron is produced in the primary interaction and scatters off an argon nucleus to
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produce exactly two tracks. These processes account for a total of 64% of the total
background.
According to the MC sample, 50% of the background comes from NC/CCDIS inter-
actions, 7% from CCQE interactions, and 43% from CC-resonant interactions. These
rates are calculated by convolving the cross section from NUANCE and the flux his-
tograms. Scaling the MC to 1.2£ 1020 protons-on-target (POT) predicts 20 back-
ground events. Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.33 shows an example of background events
selected following the visual scanning. In Figure 5.32, a neutron scatters off an argon
nucleus to produce a detached vertex with two secondary tracks. In Figure 5.33, a K 0
and§0 are produced in a pair, with one of them decaying to charged particles inside
the TPC.
FIGURE 5.32: An example background event following scanning cuts. Figure from
[1].
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FIGURE 5.33: An example background event following scanning cuts. Figure from
[1].
5.4.3.2 Efficiency and Uncertainty
Due to the small number of events available for this study, the statistical uncertainty
is significant. The statistical uncertainties can be attributed to the uncertainty in the
number of selected data events, the number of predicted background events, and
the uncertainty in the efficiency of the automatic reconstruction cuts and the visual
scanning cuts.
°±æstat
æ
¢2 = ° ±Ndata
Ndata°Nbkg
¢2+ ° ±Nbkg
Ndata°Nbkg
¢2+ °±≤cuts
≤cuts
¢2+ °±≤scan
≤scan
¢2 (5.6)
The first two terms, dictating the uncertainty in the number of selected data events
and predicted background events, dominate the total statistical uncertainty. Their
contribution to the total uncertainty is 37% and 33%, respectively. The background
uncertainty comes from the uncertainty in the selection efficiencies of each of the
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cuts on MC and the uncertainty in the NUANCE scaling factor used to scale to 1.2£
1020 POT. For all the efficiencies, binomial uncertainties are used.
Even though this analysis is statistically limited, calculations are made to account
for the major sources of systematic uncertainty. Equation 5.4 shows the partitioned
contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on the cross section measurement.
A flat 11% uncertainty is given to the flux that accounts for the uncertainty in hadron
production and beamline modeling. The visual scanning and calorimetric studies
also introduces systematic uncertainties that are accounted for.
A set of 4680 data events passed the automatic reconstruction cuts (excluding muon
sign requirements) and are then visually scanned by two scanners. The cuts are ap-
plied by each scanner and the efficiencies calculated. The difference in efficiencies
between the two scannerswas calculated to be 3.5%. The beamangle difference from
MCand data, discussed previously, also is a source of systematic uncertainty. Follow-
ing all the cuts, an uncertainty of 6% is given after the MC events are weighted in the
muon angle bins. To solve for the systematic uncertainty in the fiducial volume cut,
1 cm is added and subtracted on all sides of the fiducial volume. 1% is determined to
be themaximumdifference in the event density (number of events per unit volume).
The POT count has a systematic uncertainty of 1% [43]. The number of targets has
an uncertainty of 2% [12].
There are two estimates of the predicted background, both having the same mean
value of 20 estimated events and are consistent. One estimate is the background
fromMC after applying all the cuts. An uncertainty of 50% is a conservative estimate
for the background prediction from the NUANCE model. The second estimate uses
the shape fit (described in [1]), also gives an estimate for the background prediction.
Combining the two uncertainties allows for the total systematic uncertainty in the
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background prediction to be made, which is given at 39% and is the biggest contri-
bution to systematic uncertainty.
°±æstat
æ
¢2 =°0.11flux¢2+ °0.035scan¢2+ °0.01FV¢2 (5.7)
+ °0.01POT¢2+ °0.02Ntarg¢2+ °0.06angle¢2+ °0.39bkg¢2
5.5 Calorimetric Study
The previous section discussed the procedure conducted in the topological study of
the cross section. To provide a complete study of the cross section, the next step is
to complete a calorimetric study. This is where this thesis project begins and the re-
maining sections outline the progress made on the calorimetric study, including the
work performed in pursuit of this thesis. The calorimetric study relies on the ideas
formulated in Section 2.3.2. With the ability to reconstruct the energy deposited
along a track and use that information to identify the particles, it should give ad-
ditional information. The topological study relies on the spatial features of the par-
ticle tracks. By including the calorimetric study, a greater understanding of the cross
section measurement is possible. This study is conducted in two major steps, the
calorimetric reconstruction and the particle identification. This section will outline
the progress made in this analysis and present the future steps required to complete
the study.
5.5.1 Calorimetric Reconstruction
The accuracy of the calorimetric reconstruction relies heavily on the accuracy of the
reconstructed tracks. The dE/dx is dependent on the track direction and the charge
deposition of the track, underlying the importance of the proper selection of each
hit. At the onset of this study, it was determined that some LArSoft modules were
not optimized for the specifics of this study so intervention would be required to
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modify them. Due to the unique orientation of the TPC and wire planes, there are
events in which two tracks seemingly overlap in the event display, as shown in Figure
5.34. This overlay can introduce cluster and track-finding miscalculations made by
the associated LArSoft modules, as no easy distinction between which hits belong to
each distinct track can be made.
FIGURE 5.34: A event display showing an MC neutrino interaction that passed the
topological study. In the top view, two particle tracks are overlaid on one another.
The solution proposed and acted on in this study is to bypass the cluster finding
LArSoft module and manually assign hits to individual tracks. Once these hits are
associated with the tracks, the tracks can process through the reconstruction chain
described in Chapter 4. When the tracks have been reconstructed with the hits, then
calorimetric reconstruction can be accomplished using the process outlined in 2.3.2.
The first step in this calorimetric reconstruction is to take all of the events, data and
MC, that pass the scanning cuts and manually select the hits associated with each
track. This is a rigorous and tedious process, and needs understanding of ArgoNeuT’s
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event display as well as neutrino interactions. Figure 5.35 through Figure 5.38 show
examples of data events with a single manually selected track.
FIGURE 5.35: Data event showing a manually selected track (colored in green or
red).
FIGURE 5.36: Data event showing a manually selected track (colored in green or
red).
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FIGURE 5.37: Data event showing a manually selected track (colored in green or
red).
FIGURE 5.38: Data event showing a manually selected track (colored in green or
red).
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Following the manual selection of all the hits in a single track, the channel number,
peak time, and plane (induction vs. collection) are recorded into a text file. By com-
pleting this manual selection for each track in an event, with each track separated
by the selected hits, a complete description of the event can be made. Following the
completion of the manual hit selection, an error was discovered in the process in
which the track hits were separated. Following the saving of the first track, all of the
same hits would be added to the selected hits for the second track, which would then
be both added to the hits of the third track. This lead to the text file holding a distinct
group of the first track hits, then a distinct group of the first and second track hits,
and then a group of all three track hits in the event, and so on. A module was devel-
oped to filter out the subsequently selected hits and create a new filtered text file that
only contained the hits associated with the individual track.
As described above, once the track hits are manually selected, they can be used to
correlate with the hit finder module. The Track Finder LArSoft module was reconfig-
ured to take in the hit objects from the hit findermodule and thenfilter the hit objects
to only pass through hits associated with the same channel number, peak time, and
plane as the hits saved into the text file. This allows for the passing of hits into the
Track Finder module that correspond with the manually selected hits for each track.
There are some potential challenges to this method of selecting hits. Inmany events,
not all tracks will be isolated from one another. In one or both of the planes, tracks
can intersect or overlap, giving hits on a single wire that have charge deposited from
two tracks. This provides a significant obstacle in manually selecting tracks. If one
hit represents two tracks, then that hit must be partitioned to give fractions of the
hit’s charge to each of the tracks. This is a potential challenge of manually selecting
hits that will need to be studied and accounted for. This is the extent to which this
study reached at the time of writing of this thesis. The remainder of this section will
outline the remaining actions required to complete the calorimetric study.
Once the Track Finder module has themanually selected hits in a track, these hit ob-
jects should be converted into cluster objects and then continued to be processed by
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the Track Finder module to create 2D line-like tracks and then matched to form 3D
tracks, as detailed in Chapter 4. By having the hit and cluster information, it should
allow for the 3D tracks to be passed through the remainder of the calorimetric re-
construction chain without significant modification of the modules, since they use
both hit and cluster information. Creating cluster objects from the hit objects in the
TrackFinder module will allow for potential ease later in the reconstruction chain.
5.5.2 Monte Carlo Study
One of the charged particles produced in a CCQE Neutral Hyperon interaction is a
µ+, which is the end state of the incident anti-muon neutrino. Shown in Figure 5.39,
the distribution of muon kinetic energies give a mean kinetic energy of roughly 3
GeV. With this kinetic energy, the µ+ particles will frequently exit the detector before
stopping.
FIGURE 5.39: Distribution of the kinetic energy of MC µ+ from CCQE Neutral Hy-
peron interactions.
The other particle produced in tandem with the µ+ is one of the neutral hyperons,
either a §0 or ß0. As discussed previously, if a §0 is produced, it will decay directly
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into a pº° charged pair or an nº0 uncharged pair. If a ß0 is produced, it will quickly
decay to a ∞§0 pair, which will then decay as given above. Figures 5.40 and 5.41 give
the kinetic energy distribution of the §0 and ß0, with mean kinetic energies of 242
MeV and 262 MeV, respectively.
FIGURE 5.40: Distribution of the kinetic energy of MC §0 from CCQE Neutral Hy-
peron interactions.
FIGURE 5.41: Distribution of the kinetic energy of MC ß0 from CCQE Neutral Hy-
peron interactions.
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Thedistribution of kinetic energies fromprotons andº° particles are given in Figures
5.42 and 5.43 with mean kinetic energies of 206 MeV and 70MeV, respectively. These
distributions include protons and º° produced in §0 decay, regardless if the §0 was
produced from a ß0. The protons and º° particles have energies sufficient enough
to leave the detector depending on the location of the secondary vertex.
FIGURE 5.42: Distribution of the kinetic energy of MC protons from CCQE§0 inter-
actions.
FIGURE 5.43: Distribution of the kinetic energy of MC º° from CCQE §0 interac-
tions.
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If a ß0 is produced, it will decay into a §0 100% of the time and a photon. The dis-
tribution of the photon energies are given in Figure 5.44. With a mean energy of 92
MeV, photons are visible by the detector as they form an electromagnetic shower.
FIGURE 5.44: Distribution of energy of MC photons from CCQE Neutral Hyperon
interactions.
An additional piece of information gleaned from Monte Carlo that is useful is the
mean decay length of the§0. Figure 5.45 shows a mean decay length of 4.3cm.
FIGURE 5.45: Distribution of decay lengths of MC §0’s in CCQE Neutral Hyperon
interactions.
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5.5.3 Particle Identification
Following the three dimensional track reconstruction, the tracks can then be pro-
cessed through the Calorimetric Reconstruction module, outlined in Section 4.3.9.
This module will allow for the dE/dx and the kinetic energy to be reconstructed for
each track. If a particle stops within the detector, particle identification can bemade
bymatching the particle’s dE/dx with the residual range and the kinetic energy with
the total range. This is highlighted in Section 4.3.9 and Figure 4.13. Particle identifi-
cation allows for a calorimetric cut to bemade. Using the known particles produced,
events can be selected through matching the particle identification.
There are significant limitations to this study. This analysis is statistically limited in
both studies, but evenmore so in the Calorimetric Study. In order to accurately mea-
sure the kinetic energy of a particle, the full trackmust be inside the detector volume.
The number of particle events that have full tracks contained to the detector volume
is extremely statistically limited. However, utilizing calorimetric reconstruction from
LArTPCs on events will give additional analyses to the cross section measurement
and bolster the findings from the topological study.
5.5.4 Future Direction
The completion of this study will be the combination of the cross-section measure-
ments from the topological and calorimetric studies. The topological study has been
completed and a full description of the results can be found [1]. The calorimetric
study, to which this thesis details, is currently in-progress. The goal of the calorimet-
ric reconstruction is to utilize the energy information to verify that the events are true
CCQENeutral Hyperon events. This section will give an outline for the future actions
required to complete the calorimetric study.
The first actions needed to be taken are the completion of the TrackFindermodule, to
produce three dimensional tracks that have beenmanually selected. As of thewriting
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of this thesis, the TrackFinder module has been redesigned such that it can input the
HitFinder hit objects and the txt files of manually selected hits. The HitFinder is then
able to filter the hit objects for each track so that only manually selected hits are
passed for each track. Further code development must be implemented to convert
the passed track hits into cluster objects and through the reconstruction chain to
produce three dimensional tracks.
The first step is to take the three dimensional track and account for the track pitch,
which gives the deposited charge per unit track length. The next step is to correct for
absorption, or electron lifetime, which accounts for when charge is lost due to elec-
tronegative impurities. Finally, applying Birk’s Law, which includes a correction for
recombination, will yield the energy deposited per unit length, dE/dx. Once dE/dx
is calculated for each track, the energy can be summed along the tracks to determine
the total deposited energy.
The next step in the calorimetric study is to determine the invariant mass of the can-
didate neutral hyperon, based on the calorimetric information from the candidate
proton and º° tracks. Every event that passes the visual scanning cut should have a
secondary vertex with two tracks.
Before the next step is presented, it is important to first provide a brief theoreti-
cal formalism for invariant mass. The invariant mass, or rest mass, of a particle is
the partition of the total mass of the particle that is independent of movement [44],
meaning it is unchanged no matter the reference frame. In more precise terms, it is
the pseudo-Euclidean length of the four-vector (E ,px ,py ,pz), or (E ,p), known as the
4-momentum vector. Due to its independence of movement, invariant mass is the
same in all reference frames. One can build an equation for the invariant mass using
the energy-momentum relation, given in Eq 5.8
m20c
2 =
µ
E
c
∂2
° ØØpØØ2 (5.8)
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Here, m0 is the invariant mass, c is the speed of light, E is total energy, and p is the
particle’s momentum. This can then be rearranged to solve for invariant mass m0
[44],
m0 = 1c2
q
E2°p2c2 (5.9)
If a particle increases its velocity, both its energy and momentum will increase in a
way that E2°p2c2 remains unchanged.
It is common to use natural units (i.e. c = 1) and keeping the equation as the square
of the invariant mass, [45],
m20 = E2°
ØØpØØ2 (5.10)
In the casewhere a§0 decays into a proton and aº°, the invariantmass of the system
(proton and º°) can be calculated by the addition of the four-momentum of the two
particles,
m2
§0
= (Ep +Eº°)2°
ØØpp +pº°ØØ2 (5.11)
Equation 5.11 gives the invariant mass of the §0, since the secondary vertex is the
point of decay of the §0. This can serve as a check point for the signal events. Us-
ing the invariant mass of the two tracks originating from the secondary vertex and
the solving for the invariant mass of the neutral particle producing the two particles,
allows for the verification that it truly is a§0 decaying into a proton and a º°.
Equation 5.11 can be calculated using the particle’s masses and kinetic energies, us-
ing the relation E = KE+m, where KE is the particles kinetic energy calculated from
dE/dx, andm is the knownmass of the particle, and the relation |p|2 = E2°m2 which
is derived from Equation 5.9. First, the squares can be expanded,
m2
§0
= °E2p +2EpEº° +E2º°¢° °p2p +p2º° +2pppº°cosµpˆp pˆº° ¢ (5.12)
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Here µpˆp pˆº° is the angle between the two tracks originating from the secondary ver-
tex. Using the rearrangements of the energy-momentum relation,m2 = E2°p2,
m2
§0
=m2p +m2º° +2EpEº° °2
°
pp)(pº°
¢
cosµpˆp pˆº° (5.13)
LArTPC’s provide precisemeasurements of a particles dE/dx and kinetic energy, given
that the particle stops within the detector. Using the kinetic energies given by the de-
tector and the knownmasses of protons and º°s, the experimental calculation of the
§0 invariant mass can be done using Equation 5.13. Once the momentum vectors of
the proton and º° are calculated, using the energy-momentum relation given in 5.10
and the reconstructed track’s orientations, they can be summed together to find the
momentum vector of the§0, using to the Law of Conservation of Momentum.
Furthermore, the momentum vector of the §0 can be traced back to ensure that it
does originate from the primary vertex. Taking the negative of themomentum vector
components will give the direction that that §0 travelled from, which can be tracked
back to see if it crosses the primary vertex. A certain amount of uncertainty would
have to be determined to define when a§0 track originates from the primary vertex.
By using the calorimetric information to verify that a §0 particle is produced and
originates from the primary vertex, which then decays into a proton and aº°, amore
accurate verification of signal events is possible. By applying this analysis to all the
events passing the scanning cut, a calorimetric cut can be made to remove events
that do not pass the calorimetric verification given above. This would allow for a
cross-section measurement of CCQE neutral hyperons to be calculated through the
calorimetric study, completing this analysis.
5.6 Conclusion
This thesis outlines the firstmeasurement of CCQEneutral hyperonproduction cross
section in a liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) through a topological
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study [1] and presents the ongoing progress of the addition of a calorimetric study.
The analysis uses 1.20£1020 protons-on-target, in the NuMI beam operating in the
low energy antineutrino mode. The results of the topological study provide a total
cross section measurement at the mean production energy of 3.42 GeV for CCQE
neutral hyperons. The result of the topological study is consistent with the NU-
ANCE cross section model and sets a 90% confidence level on the upper limit of
the cross section. The calorimetric study is ongoing and shows promise to provide
additional results to compare to the topological study findings. The further actions
described in Section 5.5.4 outline the necessary steps needed to complete the calori-
metric study. This total analysis is statistically limited, due to several factors. CCQE
neutral hyperon production is naturally suppressed by a factor of sin2µc , where µc is
the Cabibbo angle. The ArgoNeuT detector is a small detector and it only had a five
month runtime. The studies outlined in this thesis could be used at larger LArTPC
detectors that have a higher proportion of contained events, that are introduced to
more intense neutrino beams, and that have longer runtimes.
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